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ABSTRACT
The Capillary Pumped Loop (CPL) and Loop Heat Pipe (LHP) are thermal management devices which are high performance derivatives of the conventional heat pipe.
Both consist of a discrete evaporator containing a porous solid wick which is coupled via
smoothed walled tubing to a condenser. In a CPL, fluid inventory is managed by a reservoir attached to the liquid line which is controlled in temperature. In an LHP, fluid inventory is managed passively by a compensation chamber which is integral to the
evaporator.
In this study, a borescope was inserted into the liquid core and compensation
chamber of LHP evaporators and used to investigate phenomena in operation as an LHP,
and in a CPL/LHP hybrid mode with both a reservoir and compensation chamber. These
are the first published images of the core obtained during operation of a typical cylindrical evaporator and have confirmed several behaviors inferred over the previous three decades of study. In both modes, the evaporator was substantially more tolerant of vapor in
the core than typically acknowledged.
For the LHP mode, which is widely acknowledged to be tolerant of some vapor in
the core, it was found that even low-heat-load start-ups could be performed from an initial state in which the core was devoid of liquid. There was typically less excursion of
temperature during such startups than when the core was partially liquid filled, and this
allowed reliable operation with a low charge level with a relatively small co mpensation
chamber. Due to lower charge level, temperature hysteresis associated with the core b ecoming fully liquid filled was suppressed, and maximu m conductance was higher. These
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findings suggest that more rigorous consideration of charge and allowable compensation
chamber states would yield LHPs of lower mass and with greater and more predicable
performance.
For the CPL hybrid mode, the core generally remained liquid filled, except near
the edges of the operating envelope. At low heat loads, often a failure scenario for CPLs,
and under high imposed pressure loading, vapor sometimes appeared in the core. From
there it migrated to the compensation chamber and condensed. This was without a noticeable effect on operating temperatures, unless vapor was generated faster than it condensed and accumulated to the point of blocking liquid entry to the core, causing the wick
to dry. Conversely, for operating conditions approaching maximum heat load, the introduction of vapor into the core was explosive, but occurred well after other signs of i mpending deprime, and it thus appeared to be a symptom of a breakdown of the capillary
menisci at the vapor channels, rather than the cause.
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1.

CPL AND LHP BACKGROUND

A heat pipe is a passive thermal system which uses the latent heat of vaporization
of a fluid, circulated by capillary pressure, to transport thermal energy. The heat pipe
was first proposed and patented by Gaugler [1] in 1944, but received little attention until
redeveloped by Grover et al. in 1964 [2]. The term heat pipe was first proposed by the
later [3]. Early development of heat pipe theory was largely driven by aerospace applications, particularly proposed nuclear powered generators for use in space [4]. Since then,
increasing power density of electronics have made heat pipes indispensable as primary
thermal control components of satellites and spacecraft. Heat pipes are also used for
cooling nearly all notebook and many desktop computers.
A conventional heat pipe consists of a sealed system containing a wick and a liquid-vapor mixture of a single working fluid, as shown in Fig. 1–1a. Upon addition of
heat to the evaporator, fluid evaporates from the surface of the wick, travels the length of
the heat pipe, and condenses at the other end due to heat rejection. Liquid is drawn back
to the evaporator through the wick due to the pressure difference between the menisci in
the evaporator and condenser sections. Thus, heat pipes require no moving parts, even
when circulating fluid in opposition to or in the absence of gravity.
1.1. Conventional Heat Pipe Fluid Cycle
In typical applications for thermal management, a heat pipe can be divided into
three distinct sections: evaporator, adiabatic transport section, and condenser; as shown in
Fig. 1–1a. These sections are usually defined only by the thermal boundary conditions,
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as the internal structure is typically uniform throughout. Local vapor and liquid pressures
in the fluid cycle are shown in Fig. 1–1b. Maximu m pressure occurs in the vapor adjacent to the capillary meniscus at the evaporator end. Pressure declines due to viscous
losses as vapor travels to the condenser and likewise as liquid returns through the wick.
Dynamic pressure and compressibility may also affect vapor p ressures over the length of
the pipe [5, 6]. Typically, losses in the returning liquid are much higher than those in the
vapor due to the small hydraulic diameter of suitable capillary structures. The fluid cycle
requires a difference in pressure between the liquid and vapor at all axial positions along

(a) Heat Pipe Structure

(b) Heat Pipe Pressure drop
Fig. 1–1. Pressure Drop in the Conventional Heat Pipe
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the pipe, which, in a conventional heat pipe is maintained by the local menisci.
The capillary pressure difference across each meniscus may be defined by the
Young-Laplace Equation [7], which for a spherically shaped meniscus reduces to
(1)

As heat is added to the evaporator, the menisci recede into the wick, as illustrated in Fig.
1–1a, generating sufficient capillary pressure to support the evaporative load. Maximu m
capillary pressure is developed when a meniscus recedes fully into the pore and the meniscus radius approaches that of the pore itself. Thus, heat pipe design involves comprise
between the capacity for generating capillary pressure, which favors fine pores, and reduction of viscous losses in the wick, which favors larger pores.
1.2. Loop Structure and Function
Loop Heat Pipes (LHPs) and Capillary Pumped Loops (CPLs) are higher performance variations to conventional heat pipes, which maintain the pressure difference between the liquid and vapor in the transport sections by physical separation into two
smooth-walled tubes. As illustrated in Fig. 1–2, CPLs and LHPs require a wick only in
the evaporator, minimizing the distance of liquid flow through the tortuous capillaries of
the wick, thus reducing the associated viscous pressure losses. This allows a greater
quantity of fluid to be circulated by a given capillary pressure than in conventional heat
pipes and also allows installation of finer pore wicks with higher capillary pressure but
lower permeability.
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CPLs and LHPs were developed independently as solutions to different perfo rmance limitations of conventional heat pipes, yet have converged to remarkably similar
form. CPLs originated at NASA during the mid-1960s [8], but serious development for
use in thermal control of satellites began in the 1970s [9]. LHPs were independently developed in the U.S.S.R. for the purpose of employing very-fine-pore wicks to overcome
gravitational forces [10] and were known in early literature [11] as ―antigravity heat
pipes.‖ LHPs were described by a U.S. patent by Russian authors in 1985 [12], but first
received significant attention from western researchers in 1990 [10]. Since then, CPLs
and LHPs have been researched concurrently worldwide with considerable crossover
between the aerospace and terrestrial applications for which the technologies were originally developed. These systems have become important for aerospace thermal manag ement and have great potential for use in the realm of consumer electronics.

(b) Capillary Pumped Loop

(a) Loop Heat Pipe

Fig. 1–2. LHP and CPL Schematics
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1.2.1

Compensation Chamber vs. Reservoir
Practical loops require a hydroaccumulator to accommodate surplus liquid, dis-

placed from the vapor line during start-up and displaced due to variation of liquid density
a function of temperature. When the hydroaccumulator contains saturated liquid and
vapor, the temperature of the hydroaccumulator sets the pressure in the remainder of the
loop and fixes the saturation temperature at which fluid evaporates and condenses. The
placement of the hydroaccumulator, either in the evaporator, or as a separate component
on the liquid line, is the definitive difference between a CPL and LHP and results in very
different thermal behavior for the two systems [13, 14].
In LHPs, the hydroaccumulator is known as a compensation chamber and is integrated into the evaporator body. The compensation chamber may either open directly
into the liquid core or be separated by a secondary wick, as shown in Fig. 1–2a. The secondary wick, if present, has relatively large pores to draw liquid from the compensation
chamber and deliver it to the primary wick with minimal hydraulic resistance. Such
structures are often employed in microgravity to ensure liquid contact with the wick [14].
Compensation chamber temperature and evaporator temperature vary as functions of operating conditions, specifically the heat input, the temperature of the liquid entering the
evaporator, and the heat transfer between the compensation chamber and the main evaporator. As a result, the response of LHP evaporator temperature to external conditions is
complex and remains an active area of research.
In CPLs the hydroaccumulator is known as a reservoir. The reservoir is located
on a branch of the liquid line, as shown in Fig. 1–2b, and its temperature is actively con-
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trolled. CPL reservoirs are typically larger than compensation chambers, with sufficient
volume and liquid content to neither become empty nor liquid filled within normal operations [15]. CPL reservoirs, particularly those designed for microgravity, may include
capillary structures to ensure that the inlet remains immersed in liquid. In contrast to the
complexity of LHP temperature response, the CPL evaporator temperature remains approximately constant and closely matched to that of the reservoir regardless of operating
conditions.
1.2.2

Evaporator
CPL and LHP evaporators are functionally equivalent, other than the presence or

absence of a compensation chamber. A typical evaporator consists of a cylindrical wick
of a rigid porous material, tightly enveloped by a metal container. Fluid enters though a
liquid filled core at the center of the wick, permeates outward through the wick, and evaporates into open vapor channels between the outer surface of the wick and the container.
Channel designs differed in original Russian and American embodiments, and remain
somewhat, but not exclusively, associated with LHPs and CPLs respectively. LHP evaporators are typically manufactured with the axial grooves machined in the outer surface
of the wick itself, as illustrated in Fig. 1–3a. Circumferential grooves may also be machined into the evaporator body as supplementary feeders for the axial vapor grooves in
the wick. In contrast to this, CPLs are typically constructed from wicks which are fit into
an evaporator body with axial vapor grooves in the wall, as illustrated in Fig. 1–3b.
These grooved walls are often constructed from aluminum extrusions originally designed
for axial grooved heat pipes in spacecraft [16]. Flat plate designs, in which liquid flows
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straight across a wick from the compensation chamber to the vapor channels have also
been developed. Miniature designs of both tubular and flat plate types are an active area
of research with potential applications in cooling individual computer components [17].
1.2.3

Condenser
Condenser designs vary considerably between individual loops, but design criteria

are similar to other typical heat exchangers. The simplest designs consist of a plain tube,
cooled externally. The condenser requires sufficient capacity to both completely condense the working fluid and provide some degree of subcooling to the liquid returning to

(a) LHP Evaporator with Grooves in the
Wick

(b) CPL Evaporator with
Grooves in the Wall [16]

(c) Miniature Flat Plat Evaporator [17]
Fig. 1–3. Examples of Typical Capillary Evaporators
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the evaporator [13, 14, 18]. In contrast to conventional heat pipes, there is no requirement for a capillary structure in the condenser. However, some LHP designs condense
fluid in narrow tapered annuli to draw liquid to the liquid end of the condenser regardless
of orientation [12, 19]. It is also possible, although not typical, to build reversible loop
heat pipes in which the condenser has all the characteristics required of a capillary evaporator [20].
1.2.4

Working Fluid
A suitable working fluid must remain between the critical-point and triple-point

temperatures over the entire range of operating temperatures and must not chemically
react with any wetted material in the loop. Desirable characteristics include high surface
tension, high latent heat of vaporization, high vapor density, low liquid viscosity, and
good wetting of the wick material. Performance of a given fluid diminishes at both extremes of the temperature range. Near the triple point, performance is limited by low
vapor density and increasing liquid viscosity. Near the critical point it is limited by low
surface tension and low latent heat. Chemical compatibility of wick/container/fluid combinations must be validated by long-term tests, since even small rates of reaction can
change the surface chemistry and wetting angle of fluid on the wick and generate new gas
species which accumulate in the vapor phase. These concerns are shared with conventional heat pipes and comprehensive coverage of fluid selection and material co mpatibility exist in several texts [3–6, 15].
Ammonia (

° ,

° ) is the most prevalent working fluid for

CPLs and LHPs and provides outstanding performance in the range of temperatures typ i-
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cally demanded for cooling electronics. Propylene is also a common alternative, favorable in radiators that face deep space due to a low freezing point. Methanol, acetone, and
water have all been repeatedly tested in CPLs and LHPs and are promising for potential
applications for use in consumer products due to low toxicity.
1.2.5

Wick Materials
In contrast to conventional heat pipes, CPLs and LHPs employ inverted meniscus

evaporator designs [21], in which heat is added to the same side of the wick from which
vapor is removed. Heat conducted from the vapor side of the wick to the liquid side is
lost to the evaporation process and is known as heat leak [22–24], which elevates liquid
core temperatures. In an LHP, higher core temperature increases the compensation
chamber temperature, which increases the operating temperature of the loop. Because
CPL evaporators operate at fixed pressure, elevated core temperature may cause boiling
in the core, which may block the liquid supply to the wick and result in evaporator deprime (system failure). The effect of heat leak is particularly pronounced at low evaporator heat loads where the mass flow rate of liquid in the loop is small [25] and during startup [22, 25].
CPLs typically employ low conductivity wicks constructed from sintered polymer
materials such as polyethylene or PTFE. Having relatively low thermal conductivity,
polymer wicks result in low heat leak, which is the primary reason for selection of this
material for CPLs. Typical capillary pore radii for polyethylene wicks are 10–20 µm
[16]. The use of relatively large pores allows high permeability, at the expense of capillary pressure, and is consistent with the original CPL design goal of increasing heat pipe
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performance in zero-gravity conditions. Low thermal conductivity wicks are well suited
to CPLs, which have low tolerance for heat leak.
LHPs traditionally employ sintered metal wicks, in which the rate of heat leak is
substantially higher than that of polymer wicks. However, the superior structural characteristics of metals (e.g. nickel, copper, and titanium) allow fine-pore wicks with effective
pore radii of 0.7–15 µm [17], while retaining relatively high porosity and permeability.
The high heat leak of metal wicks is better tolerated by LHP evaporators due to the presence of a local liquid supply in the compensation chamber and the ability of the loop
temperature to increase in response to core heating. Furthermore, fine pores, which increase the capillary pumping pressure, make the effect of gravity on system performance
less significant, despite the fact that the increase of frictional losses in the wick may affect overall heat transport capacity in the horizontal orientation. Metal wick materials,
which withstand machining well, are suited to the groove-in-wick style evaporators typical of LHPs.
1.3. CPL Steady State Behavior
1.3.1

The CPL Fluid Cycle
In order to understand the CPL fluid cycle, it is useful to consider the pressure-

temperature diagram shown in Fig. 1–4. Vapor, generated at the meniscus (1), coalesces
at the evaporator outlet (2) and travels to the entrance of the condenser (3). In transit
through a well- insulated vapor line, the vapor may become superheated due to pressure
loss, in which case, a short portion of the condenser (3 to 4) serves to the remove the
sensible heat prior to entering the condensation zone (4 to 5) [13]. Any portion of the
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condenser after the condensation zone (5 to 6) is used to subcool the outgoing liquid.
With ample condenser capacity, the temperature at the condenser outlet (6) will approach
the heat sink temperature,

. In the common case that the condenser heat sink is the

environment, the liquid will likely continue, as shown, to approach the environmental
temperature between the condenser outlet (6) and evaporator inlet (7) due to heat loss
from the liquid line [13, 26]. In the alternative case of a condenser at lower than ambient
temperature, the liquid may instead increase in temperature during the return to the evaporator [26]. In the evaporator, incoming liquid is mixed into the core (8). From there
the liquid enters the wick, simultaneously losing pressure and increasing in temperature
as it approaches the liquid side of the meniscus (9).
The reservoir (11) is connected to the loop at a junction on the liquid line (10). As
there is no fluid transfer between these two points at steady-state, the only possible pressure difference between (11) and (10) would be due to hydrostatic head. The pressure
and temperature at the junction (10) is thus fixed at equal pressure to the reservoir (11)

Fig. 1–4. Pressure vs. Temperature for the CPL Fluid Cycle [13]
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[13]. The vapor at the meniscus (1) and the condenser (4–5) are both bound to the saturation curve at pressures determined by viscous losses relative to the junction (10).
1.3.2

Temperature Control
In normal operation, CPL evaporator temperature remains close to the reservoir

temperature, differing only by the difference in saturation temperature associated with the
viscous pressure drop from the vapor channels and the point of reservoir attachment to
the loop. In reference to Fig. 1–4, this may be described as:

(2)

With ammonia or propylene as a working fluid, the temperature difference is generally
slight due to very high slope (

) of the saturation curve [13, 26]. Also, in CPLs

with polyethylene wicks having large pores (>10µm radius), thus relatively low capillary
pressure, the pressure drop

is generally small, allowing for good temperature

control with fluids having lower values of

. However, when a fluid operates

close to the triple point, where the saturation curve is shallo w but surface tension high,
the difference can become very significant [13], causing the evaporator temperature to
rise with heat load.
1.3.3

Deprime
CPL operation is characterized by both upper and lower limits of sustainable heat

load. Above the upper limit, the loop is unable to develop sufficient flow within the
bounds of available capillary pressure and fluid is evaporated at a higher rate than it is
resupplied by the core. Under this condition, the wick will dry, causing the evaporator
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temperature to rise. Once vapor penetrates completely though the wick, the capillary
menisci are lost and fluid circulation ceases. The heat load must be removed and the
evaporator allowed to rewet before the loop can be restarted.
The lower limit of heat load results from a tendency of the core to overheat [9].
Although the pressure is imposed, the temperature of the evaporator core varies as a fun ction of the rate of heat leak and the rate and temperature at which subcooled liquid is returned to the evaporator. If the temperature in the core exceeds the local saturation
temperature and a vapor bubble forms in the core, the vapor bubble will expand, blocking
liquid from entering the evaporator. This also causes the evaporator to deprime. In a
properly designed loop, this only occurs at low heat loads, when the rate of liquid return
is insufficient to balance the heat leak across the wick. However, failures of this type can
also occur at high heat load if the condenser is undercooled or undersized.
1.4. LHP Steady State Behavior
1.4.1

Condenser Utilization
Thermal conductance of an LHP is limited by heat dissipation in the active con-

densation zone [18, 27, 28]. In general, a condenser designed with sufficient capacity to
provide both subcooling and condensation will be only partially occupied by two -phase
flow, with the remainder occupied by single phase liquid undergoing subcooling. Comparatively little enthalpy change takes place in the subcooling zone, leaving loop conductance roughly proportional to the heat dissipation area of the active condensation zone
only [18], quantitatively [18, 27]:
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(3)

It is notable that, while the active condensation zone is determined by fluid distribution
within the condenser, it is the radiative or single-phase convective heat transfer from the
outside of the condenser to the heat sink or environment that constitutes the dominant
thermal resistance in the loop. Thermal resistance of the condensation process itself is
typically negligible in comparison. Thus, the relevant area for estimating conductance,
, is the heat dissipation area over the outside of that portion of the condenser in
which condensation is occurring.
1.4.2

Evaporator Temperature
Steady operation of LHPs is generally broken down between variable-

conductance and constant-conductance regimes. At low heat loads, the loop operates in
the variable conductance regime [27, 29, 30], also known as the "autoregulation regime"
[18], which is characterized by decreasing vapor and evaporator temperatures with increasing heat load. At higher heat loads, the loop enters the constant conductance regime
in which conductance remains fixed at a maximu m value. This results in "V" shaped
temperature-heat-load curves, with a temperature minimum at the regime transition , as
shown by the solid line in Fig. 1–5.
1.4.3

Variable Conductance
The variable conductance regime results from conditions in which the condenser

is not fully utilized. In this case, the compensation chamber is two-phase and sets the
temperature and pressure in the loop. The compensation chamber temperature is deter-
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mined by the competing influences of the temperature of the incoming liquid, the mass
flow rate of incoming liquid, and the rate of heat leak across the wick. Increasing heat
load on the evaporator causes an increase in the mass flow rate of incoming liquid and
has a cooling effect on the compensation chamber. Thus, increased heat load results in
decreased temperature in the compensation chamber and evaporator. Dissipating more
heat at lower temperatures requires expansion of the condensation zone. As the vapor
front progresses deeper into the condenser, liquid is displaced from the condenser, causing the liquid level in the compensation chamber to rise.
1.4.4

Constant Conductance
With sufficient increase in heat load, the condenser reaches maximu m utilization

when either liquid completely fills the compensation chamber [14, 26–28], preventing
further displacement of liquid from the condenser, or the condensation zone occupies the
entire length of the condenser [28–30]. At this point the loop enters the constant conductance regime. Upon reduction of heat load in some loops, hysteresis is observed in constant conductance temperatures and in the heat load at which transition occurs, as

Evaporator Temperature

illustrated in Fig. 1–5.

Increasing Heat Load
Decreasing Heat Load

Constant
Conductance

Variable
Conductance

Heat Load

Fig. 1–5. Typical LHP Temperature vs. Heat Load
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1.5. Start-Up
1.5.1

CPL Start-Up
Prior to start-up, a CPL must be pressure primed, by activating the reservoir hea-

ter and maintaining the reservoir at temperature higher than that of the rest of the loop.
This fills the entire loop with liquid and ensures that the wick is fully saturated. Pressure
priming is typically conducted prior to the applicatio n of heat to the evaporator for hours
or more. However, it is sometimes possible to prime the evaporator under load if the
reservoir temperature can be increased more rapidly than that of the evaporator [15, 31].
Since the evaporator is completely flooded prior to start-up, it must be heated until bubble nucleation occurs in the vapor channels. This often entails significant liquid
superheat, in which case start-up will yield a very sudden drop in evaporator temperature
and a spike in pressure across the evaporator, as shown in Fig. 1–6. Superheat attained
during a particular start-up exhibits considerable stochastic variation and, if the degree of
superheat is sufficiently large, the ensuing evacuation of sensible heat can exceed the
pumping capacity of the evaporator and deprime it [16, 31]. Thermal loads having large
thermal mass or high conductance to the evaporator exacerbate this problem and make
successful start-up after large incipient superheat less likely [31]. After bubble incipience, newly generated vapor displaces equal volumes of liquid from the vapor spaces of
the loop and into the reservoir. The pressure difference required to perform this purge is
greater than that required to sustain steady operation, and may limit start-up heat load to
less than the ordinary capacity of the loop [31, 32].
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For successful start-up, bubble nucleation must occur in the vapor channels and
not the core. Thus, heat leak effectively limits the time available for start-up and sets a
minimum heat load below which start-up will not be reliable. The use of thin or highly
conductive wicks can make a CPL unstartable [25].
1.5.2

LHP Start-Up
LHPs are not pressure primed and may encounter a variety of internal liquid dis-

tributions prior to start-up. LHPs generally start quickly and reliably at a significant fraction of thermal capacity [29], but a minimu m heat flux is required to establish a thermal
gradient across the wick. The thermal gradient must ensure that [33]:
1)

liquid superheat at the vapor channels is sufficient to cause bubble nucleation, if vapor is not already present in one or more of the vapor channels.

2)

the difference in saturation pressure between the vapor channels and core is
sufficient to drive flow through the vapor line, condenser, and liquid line in

Fig. 1–6. Typical CPL Start-Up [16]
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a quantity sufficient to transport the applied heat load.
Because fluid will readily evaporate from any existing liquid-vapor interface, the
process of achieving the aforementioned requirements is strongly affected by the presence of vapor in either the vapor channels or the core. Four possible cases may be distinguished by the presence of any vapor in [33]:
1)

the vapor channels, but not the core

2)

the core, but not the vapor channels

3)

both the core and the vapor channels

4)

neither the core nor the vapor channels

Dynamic response of the evaporator temperature to each case is shown in Fig. 1–7. In
Case 1, the loop starts immediately after the application of heat with evaporation from
only the vapor channels. Case 3 also starts readily, but heat leak into the core raises the
pressure in the loop during start-up, resulting in temperature overshoot. In Cases 2 and 4,
the loop does not start until nucleation occurs in one of the vapor channels and then starts
suddenly. The presence of an active liquid-vapor interface in the core demands addition-

Fig. 1–7. Thermal Response to Initial Evaporator Liquid Distribution
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al heat to overcome heat leak. A tenfold increase in minimu m start-up heat load has been
attributed to Cases 1 and 4 relative to Cases 2 and 3 [33].
1.6. Hydrodynamic Limits
Treatment of heat transfer limits for CPLs and LHPs typically follows those
which are well documented for conventional heat pipes. A heat pipe is generally recognized as operable anywhere on the saturation curve between the triple point and the critical point, but the nature of capacity limitations varies greatly therein. There are five
generally recognized limits [3, 4, 5] on the fluid flow rate, and hence heat transfer, in
conventional heat pipes. These are:


The capillary limit—Total pressure drop in the loop cannot exceed the maximu m
capillary pressure which can be developed in the pores of the wick.



The vapor pressure limit (or viscous limit)—The pressure drop in the vapor cannot exceed the difference in saturation pressure between evaporator and condenser.



The sonic limit—A condition of choked flow entering the condenser limits the
flow rate of working fluid.



The entrainment limit—Strong interaction between the counter-current liquid and
vapor flows results in liquid shearing from the surface of the wick and returning
to the condenser before it reaches the evaporator.



The boiling limit—Heat conduction through the wick to the evaporating interface
results in liquid boiling within the wick and the breakdown of the stable capillary
meniscus in the evaporator.
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The heat pipe, always restrained by the lesser of these limits, may be limited by each in a
different temperature range, as illustrated in Fig. 1–8. Of these, the entrainment limit and
boiling limit are clearly not applicable to CPLs or LHPs with inverted meniscus evaporators and separate liquid and vapor lines. The sonic limit is theoretically relevant, but can
be avoided by sufficient sizing of the vapor line and vapor channels. This leaves the capillary and vapor pressure limits to determine the capacity of a loop.
1.6.1

Capillary Limit
The capillary limit is defined by the condition where the total pressure drop in the

fluid cycle is equal to the maximu m capillary pressure that can be sustained across the
wick. Methods of analysis are well established for conventional heat pipes [3–6, 15] and
are readily applicable to loops, with adaptation only for the geometrical differences [15].
The capillary limit for a CPL is defined by [9, 34]:

Δ

line, Δ

Δ

Δ

Δ

(4)

is the viscous pressure drop in the vapor channels of the evaporator and vapor
is the viscous pressure drop in the liquid line, Δ

is the pressure drop along

Capillary
Limit

Power

where Δ

Δ

Entrainment
Limit

Sonic
Limit

Viscous Limit

Boiling
Limit

Operating Temperature

Fig. 1–8. Operating Envelope of a Typical Conventional Heat Pipe
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along the condensation zone, Δ

is the pressure drop radially across the wick, and Δ

represents the elevation of the evaporator relative to the condenser. Assuming the contribution of sensible heat and conduction to the total heat rate is negligible, the mass flow
rate is
(5)
The Reynolds Number for flow in a circular tube can be expressed in terms of the total
heat load, , as
(6)
The pressure drop for the liquid and vapor lines of the loop are equivalent to relations
given by Chi [5] for pressure drop in the vapor space of a conventional heat pipe [9]. The
vapor flow is generally turbulent and may be calculated as [5]
(7)

The flow in the liquid line is generally laminar and may be calculated as [5]
(8)

Flow through the wick is generally well represented by a one-dimensional radial flow
through the wick governed by Darcy’s law, resulting in [9]
(9)
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Pressure drop through the condensation zone in the condenser is by far the most
difficult to predict. The pressure drop in two -phase internal flows is dependent on the
flow regime, which varies axially as a function of local quality, , along the tube, as
shown in Fig. 1–9. The flow regimes are generally correlated in some fashion to the superficial vapor and liquid flu xes,

and

[7]. Mapping schemes vary

considerably and the identity of the flow regimes is often rather subjective. Only after
the flow regimes have been identified can the pressure loss be calculated. This is generally in the form of a ―two-phase multiplier‖ which can be used to find the friction factor
in relation to that which would exist for a single-phase flow under the similar conditions.
The complexity of calculating condenser two-phase pressure drops combined with
the poor accuracy of results has lead many authors to ignore it in the calculation of the
capillary limit, instead arbitrarily dividing the condenser into vapor and liquid sides with
a sharp transition. This considerably reduces the complexity of the calculation, but may
result in overestimation of the capillary limit, since two-phase pressure drops are larger
than that of a single-phase flow of either liquid or vapor. However, use of this appro ximation may be acceptable where wick pressure drops are large or the adiabatic transport
lines are long in relation to the condenser. The capillary limit is calculated by substituting Eqs. (7)–(9) as well as an appropriate two-phase pressure drop (if applicable) into Eq.
(4) and solving for heat load.
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1.6.2

Vapor Pressure Limit
The vapor pressure limit was first introduced for conventional heat pipes by Busse

[35] as the ―viscous limit,‖ but is more directly related to absolute vapor pressure than
viscosity. The vapor pressure limit is reached when the vapor pressure in the evaporator
becomes insufficient to overcome viscous losses in the vapor flow. Busse’s original limit
is encountered when
(10)
The derivation of this equation, inspired by liquid metal heat pipes, was predicated on the
assumption that condenser vapor pressure could be lowered to zero by lowering the condenser temperature to the melting point of the fluid [35]. For non-liquid metal applications, it is generally more practical to assume that the condenser vapor pressure may be
lowered to the saturation pressure associated with the heat sink or room temperature,
which results in
(11)

Fig. 1–9. Flow Regimes during Condensation in a Horizontal Tube [7]
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Notably, both criteria concern only the pressure required to drive the vapor flow.
Busse explains this as being a theoretical ―ultimate limit‖ for performance of a system
with an ideal wick in which there was no liquid pressure loss [35]. However, while rarely
discussed in technical literature, the criterion described by Eq. (10) is actually broadly
applicable to physical systems in which the liquid loss is non -negligible, due to the ability
of liquids to withstand tension. Experiments confirm that liquids can withstand large
tensions indefinitely in confined spaces [36–38] and that such liquid tension can be generated by capillary action in small pores [39–41]. A liquid will generally withstand tension under conditions where heterogeneous nucleation is suppressed and the spinodel
limits [7] are not violated. The former conditions is usually guaranteed, assu ming the
boiling limit has not been violated, and liquid spinodal pressure limits are highly negative
at the small reduced temperatures where the vapor pressure limit is of concern. Results
from certain liquid metal heat pipes, in which fluids have very low vapor pressure at
start-up, have suggested that negative absolute pressures do exist in actual heat pipe
wicks during low temperature start-ups [42, 43].
Vapor pressure limits in CPLs and LHPs have traditionally been ignored due to
use of high pressure fluids such as ammonia and propylene. However, the incentive to
use less toxic, low-pressure working fluids has grown with projected applications in consumer electronics. Combined with high performance wicks, these fluids have the potential to produce capillary pressures that exceed the evaporator vapor pressu re. The relation
described by Eq. (10), introduced for conventional heat pipes, remains an applicable v apor pressure limit for loops as well, given that the physics described by Busse [35] also
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apply to loop geometry. However, the liquid flow from the condenser to the evaporator
liquid core in a loop is not contained by the wick structure and cannot be expected to
withstand liquid tension without boiling. Thus, the practical vapor pressure limit in CPLs
and LHPs requires additional study.
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2.

CPL AND LHP MODELING

2.1. Modeling Scale and Objective
Phenomena determining the performance of CPLs and LHPs span approximately
nine orders of magnitude relative to length scales, from evaporation in nanoscale films to
the system-scale distribution of liquid. As a result, the fluid dynamics are far fro m resolvable as a single domain and judicious assumptions about loop operation are required
to achieve useful accuracy at attainable computational expense. Means of predicating
performance have lagged far behind the development of CPL an d LHP technology, which
has relied heavily on empirical methods.
In addition to system modeling, detailed numerical models of subsystems have
been developed, generally for the purpose of researching aspects of loop operation that
are difficult to observe directly. For the purpose of this chapter, modeling efforts have
been divided into the pore scale, the wick scale, and the system scale. Pore-scale modeling regards the behavior of the meniscus as it effects the capillary pressure and heat transfer capacity of a single pore of the wick. Wick-scale modeling resolves pressure,
temperature, and liquid saturation fields within the wick. System scale modeling pertains
to the fluid and energy transfer between the components of the loop, ultimately allowing
the prediction of loop conductance, and, in some cases, transient behaviors. The objectives of this chapter are to review what has been learned or may be hypothesized about
CPL and LHP behavior on the basis of existing models, primarily at the pore and wick
scales, and to determine which weaknesses currently impede the development of accurate
system models.
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2.2. Pore-Scale Modeling
2.2.1

Capillary Pressure at the Equilibrium Meniscus
Capillary pressure at the meniscus is defined by the Young-Laplace Equation,

which, for a concave liquid surface, states that
(12)

where

and

are surface radii on orthogonal axes. The Young-Laplace Equation may

be derived from excess free energy associated with isotropic expansion of the liquid vapor phase boundary [7] and is the macroscale representation of the intermolecular
forces across an abrupt change in density. Considering a thin phase boundary in an isolated system, surface tension, , may be defined as the excess free energy per unit area of
the phase boundary, or
(13)

where

is the internal energy of the system,

is the system entropy, and

is the surface area of the phase interface,

is the number of moles of fluid present in the system [7].

For a system of liquid in equilibrium with its own vapor,

is an intensive property of the

fluid and, for a saturated fluid, a function only of temperature.
2.2.2

Vapor Pressure at the Equilibrium Meniscus
Up to this point, it has been assumed, without justification, that vapor generated at

the meniscus is at the saturation pressure and that the liquid is at less than the saturation
pressure. This is only approximately true. Figure 2–1 shows an isotherm of chemical
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potential versus pressure. For a flat interface, mechanical and thermodynamic equilibrium are satisfied where the curves intersect. This defines the saturation condition. If
instead

, as in a heat pipe meniscus or vapor bubble, a new equilibrium occurs at

lower chemical potential and lower pressures, as represented by

and

in Fig. 2–1.

On this basis, it may be shown that [7]
(14)
Although Eq. (14), the Kelvin Equation, has been used directly in LHP models
[44, 45], the deviation of vapor pressure from saturation pressure is generally neglected.
This may be justified by considering the Gibbs-Duhem Equation [46]
(15)
which, for a single chemical species, , implies that

Fig. 2–1. Isotherm of Chemical Potential vs. Pressure [7]
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(16)

The slopes of the isotherms in Fig. 2–1 are thus equal to the respective molar specific
volume of each phase, which is much larger for the vapor than for the liquid. As a result
(17)
and the vapor may be easily assumed to be saturated for modeling of capillary evaporators.
2.2.3

Capillary Pressure at the Evaporating Meniscus
The Young-Laplace and Kelvin equations were derived for conditions of thermal

and chemical equilibrium, but, in heat pipes analysis, these equations are applied to inherently non-equilibrium scenarios with evaporative heat and mass fluxes. While the theoretical derivations of these equations have not been extended to the evaporating case,
there is no empirical evidence in the literature to suggest that these phenomena are altered
by the application of heat. However, the prevailing assumption in heat pipe analysis is
that each meniscus is equivalent to one that is hemispherical with uniform capillary pressure from edge to edge. This is not assured for the evaporating case since viscous forces
in the liquid entering the evaporation zone at the edge of the meniscus and dynamic pressure in the vapor accelerating away from the interface alter the shape of the meniscus. It
is of interest to know how these changes affect the capacity of the pore to generate useful
capillary pumping pressure.
Heat supplied from the solid wall of the pore causes evaporation predominately
near the interline, or line of contact between the liquid, vapor, and solid (wick structure)
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phases. The most intense evaporation occurs in a nanometer-scale liquid film bound to
the solid known as the extended meniscus [47, 48]. Liquid pressure in the interline region
must be lower than in the bulk liquid to draw liquid into the extended meniscus, and interface curvature in this region must be particularly strong to maintain equilibrium with
the vapor. The result is that application of heat causes the interface to bend sharply near
the interline, yet remain nearly spherical near the pore center where there is little evaporation. At the scale of the pore, typically 200 n m or more across, the bending of the film
is manifest as an apparent contact angle which increases with increased heat load, thus
diminishing the pumping capacity of the meniscus.
The first comprehensive model of the extended meniscus was developed by Potash and Wayner [47] in 1972. These authors used augmented Young-Laplace and augmented Kelvin Equations in conjunction with a ―wedge flow‖ model to develop a semianalytical one-dimensional solution to the fluid flow in a meniscus of carbon tetrachloride over a flat glass plate. The total length of the evaporating thin film was 1.39 µm and
a maximu m heat flu x of

occurred at film thickness of approximately 16 nm.

These conditions resulted in an apparent contact angle of 8° for a fluid-surface combination that is fully wetting (

) at equilibrium. Renk and Wayner [49, 50] later per-

formed a study in which heat rates of 0.18 to 1.36 W/m were applied to an extended
meniscus of ethanol on a glass substrate. Film thickness was measured using interference
patterns of monochromatic light. Curvature of the equilibrium thin film region under
heat load was estimated to range from 9 to 480 times the curvature which existed for the
equilibrium case. Schonberg et al. [51] expanded upon this work by solving flow near
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the interline for heptanes over a silicon substrate. Results indicated that apparent contact
angles from

to

resulted from interline heat rates from

to

.
Wee et al. [48] modeled the thin film region using both polar and non -polar models for disjoining pressure and investigated the effect of liquid slip boundary conditions
on the nanoscale flow. Strong curvature, approaching 90° apparent contact angle was
shown for water in a 20 µm pore with

maximu m evaporative heat flu x at

the interline. In addition to the hydrodynamic influences on capillary pressure, Pratt and
Hallinan [52, 53] experimentally demonstrated a thermo-capillary effect on wicking
height which can either increase or decrease capillary pumping pressure depending upon
the direction of the temperature gradient in the capillary wall. These pore scale results
imply that sufficient thermal loading of a meniscus may partially or complete consume
the capacity of the pore to generate pumping pressure.
2.3. Wick-Scale Modeling
The nature of vapor penetration into the wick during steady evaporator operation
is one of the most poorly understood aspects of CPL and LHP operation. Traditional
understanding of evaporator operation is that the wick remains liquid saturated and that
vapor penetration into the wick indicates an impending failure condition . While the wick
may in fact remain saturated under many ordinary conditions, CPL and LHP experiments
conducted under high heat flux have exhibited vapor exiting the evaporator with significant superheat [54]. This suggests that fluid is evaporating at some depth into the wick
and becoming superheated by the wick structure as it travels to the heated surface. Since
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it is not practical to observe the formation of vapor within the cross section of an operating wick, current understanding of the patterns of vapor penetration remain in the realm
of theoretical considerations and numerical modeling, which have been limited by restrictive assumptions of vapor behavior.
2.3.1

Fully Liquid Saturated Wick Models
Many researchers [11, 55–60] have modeled capillary evaporators assuming a

priori that liquid fully saturates the wick at all times. Such study is typically of a section
of wick associated with one vapor channel, bounded by symmetrical boundary conditions
at the centerline of the vapor channel and the adjacent contact zone with the wall, as illustrated in Fig. 2–2. On the basis of Darcy's Law, the pressure field is the solution to a
Laplace equation. The temperature field is the solution to the heat diffusion equation. At
the evaporating interface, the pressure and temperature fields are linked by a boundary
condition requiring that the ratio of heat flux and liquid mass flux supplied to the evapo-

Fig. 2–2. Wedge-Shaped Computational Domain with Symmetry Boundary Conditions
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rating interface equals the latent heat of vaporization. While the assumption of a liquid
saturated wick may be valid under many operating conditions, it precludes the study of
performance limits.
2.3.2

Separated Phase Wick Models
The approach of solving a Laplace equation for the pressure field may be ex-

panded to conditions in which vapor penetrates the wick by using separate computational
domains for the liquid and vapor. The boundary conditions between the liquid and vapor
demand that the latent heat of vaporization associated with the mass flu x across the interface be equaled by a difference in conduction heat flux between the liquid and vapor domains. Starting with the interface at the vapor channel, this system is solved iteratively,
by allowing the interface to recede toward the liquid when the difference in pressure between the phases exceeds a threshold for available capillary pressure, determined by the
characteristic pore size of the wick.
The earliest attempts to employ such a separated phase approach [61, 62] were
based on the assumption that the vapor layer had uniform thickness. However, a stable,
uniform recession of the interface into the wick is implausible, since the replacement of
liquid with vapor of higher kinematic viscosity exacerbates the deficiency of capillary
pressure which caused the initial dryout [63]. Thus, the majority of the separated phase
models [44, 45, 63–65] allow the interface to recede or advance locally at any point in a
two-dimensional domain. This substantially complicates implementation since a new grid
must be generated at each iteration, but the results provide credible estimates of actual
vapor penetration patterns into the wick.
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The results of two-dimensional separated phase models have unanimously indicated that a vapor zone forms locally where the wick meets the wall [44, 45, 63–65] and
expands with increasing heat load, always remaining centered under the area of contact,
as shown in Fig. 2–3b. A few specific findings are noteworthy. Demidov and Yatsenko
[64] allowed for a large meniscus in the corner of the vapor channel, which was present
when the vapor zone was small but obliterated as it expanded, as shown in Figs. 2–3a and

(a) Low Wall Superheat

(b) High Wall Superheat

(c) Heat Flux as Functions of Wall Superheat
Fig. 2–3. Results from 2-D Separated Phase Model by Demidov and Yatsenko [64]
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2–3b respectively. This meniscus, being in direct contact with the wall, contributed
strongly to the evaporative heat flux. Figure 2–3c, shows that at small hydraulic resistance (Cases I and II), a precipitous decline in evaporative heat flux is associated with the
loss of this meniscus. However, at large hydraulic resistance (Case III), the meniscus had
a very small radius and its disappearance was not significant. Figus et al. [63, 65] predicted that leaving a small gap between the wick and the wall, rather than fitting the wick
tightly into the container, improved vapor evacuation sufficiently to yield a net reduction
in wall superheat. This counter intuitive result has since been contradicted via modeling
by Kaya et al. [66] and via experiment by Dupont et al. [67].
Khrustalev and Faghri [21] incorporated a partial representation of meniscus dynamics into their two-dimensional separated phase model. This does not account for apparent contact angle, but does account for the dynamic pressure of vapor in the
evaporator zone, allowing for a some reduction of pumping capacity in pores heavily
loaded with heat. The findings are unique in showing the formation of a stable vapor
blanket across the entire in the wick, rather than only localized penetration zones under
the heat input fins. This suggests that the pore-scale behaviors discussed in the previous
section not only effect the capacity of the loop but may also alter vapor penetration patterns at the limits of evaporator performance.
2.3.3

Pore Network Wick Models
The separated phase approach implies that all pores have equal capacity for gene-

rating capillary pressure, resulting in a macroscopically smooth boundary between the
wet and dry portions of the wick. In reality, sintering, even of uniformly sized particles,
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results in pores that range considerably in size and have different capacity for capillary
pressure. Thus, vapor will penetrate to a greater depth into some pores than others, leaving portions of the wick, from a macroscopic perspective, partially saturated. In a pore
network model, this problem is approached by analyzing a microscopic geometry, which
does not correspond to the actual microscop ic geometry of the wick but is intended to
represent its pore statistics in a more structured configuration.
A pore network represents the computational domain as a rectangular grid of
pores separated by narrow throats, the size of the throats being stochastically chosen to
represent the pore statistics of the wick. The general procedure for solution is similar to
the separated flow models, with Poiseuille flow between discrete throats replacing the
continuum representation of pressure. Systems of equations representing Poiseuille flow
through each throat are solved independently for the liquid and vapor section of the domain, yielding a pressure for each pore. Throats separating liquid pores from vapor pores
in which the difference in pressure exceeds the maximu m capillary pressure based on the
size of the throat are considered breached, and the liquid pore becomes vapor for the next
iteration. This process proceeds until the capillary pressure at each throat is within the
calculated capacity based on the throat size.
The pore network approach was first applied to a capillary evaporator model by
Figus et al. [68, 65] and later used by Coquard [69] and Coquard and Prat [70]. For low
statistical variance in the pore size distribution, pore network models show a similar expansion of the vapor zone as the separated phase models. Equivalence has been demonstrated in the limit of zero variance of throat size [65].
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However, with increasing

variance, the dry zone becomes less affiliated with the boundary conditions imposed by
heat input and vapor removal and penetrates deeply into the wick with dramatic "fingering" behavior, as shown in Fig. 2–4.
2.3.4

Saturation Gradient Based Wick Models
An alternative approach to representing the variation in capillary pressure among

the pores is to consider the domain as a continuum, occupied simultaneously by intermingled liquid and vapor, in which the capillary pressure between the phases and the
mobility of each phase within the media is correlated to the local liquid saturation. The
governing equations for this approach have origins in geological systems. It has been
observed experimentally in soil samples that capillary pressure between the liquid and

Fig. 2–4. Effect on the Dry Zone of Increasing the Statically Variance of Pore Radii [65]
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vapor phases during imbibition (liquid penetration) and during liquid drainage can be
represented as functions of the liquid saturation of the structure, as shown in Fig. 2–5a.
These curves are not coincident, since contact angle hysteresis exists at the pore level.
Imbibition and drainage curves represent quasi-equilibrium states from empirical data,
which, for a typical soil sample, was collected over a period of days or weeks. Dynamic
effects correlated to the rate of imbibition or drainage have also been documented [71].
The capillary pressure-saturation relationship stems from the fact that, in media
having a range of pore sizes, a well-wetting liquid will be drawn into the smallest pores
first, producing high capillary pressure at low saturation, and the large pores last, resulting in lower capillary pressure at high liquid saturation. Additionally, there are generally
pores that do not participate in the imbibition and draining processes as they are either

(a) Empirical Imbibition and Drainage
Curves for a Liquid-Gas System in
Typical Soil [72]

(b) The Leverett Function: A NonDimensional Correlation for the Imbibition
Curve (from function in [73])

Fig. 2–5. Empirical and Correlated Forms of Imbibition and Drainage
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completely closed or dead-end. The volume fraction of such pores is represented by the
residual (or irreducible) liquid saturation and residual (or irreducible) gas satu ration,
which represent the limits of saturation that can be achieved by adiabatic imbibition and
draining processes alone. The wick can be dried or saturated more fully by evaporation
and condensation than by adiabatic processes [72], due to the ability of phase change to
occur in dead-end pores.
The modeling of fluid flow in porous media considering saturation as a field variable is known as unsaturated flow theory and was well documented in the late 1970s and
early 1980s [74–77]. Separate mass and momentum equations are written representing
the intermingled liquid and vapor flows over the entire domain. Permeability through the
media is calculated for each phase, derived by adjusting the true permeability of the media downward to represent the blockage presented by pores occupied by the other fluid
phase. These liquid and vapor permeabilities are thus strong functions of the local saturation. The two flow fields are linked via a capillary pressure which is a function of local
saturation. This is relationship is usually represented by the Leverett Function, a standard
non-dimensional imbibition curve, neglecting the hysteresis and dynamic effects. Wang
and Beckermann [72, 73, 78] mathematically represented unsaturated flow theory as a
two-phase mixture model which allows the flow to be solved as an equivalent single
phase with carefully selected transport proprieties. The results maintain mathematical
equivalence to unsaturated flow theory while simplifying the implementation.
Yan and Ochterbeck [79, 80] implemented the two-phase mixture model by Wang
and Beckermann to represent the segment of a capillary evaporator as rectangular do-
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main. The study focused on the rewetting of a partially dried wick. The authors neglected the alternating zones of heat input and vapor removal at the interface with the ev aporator wall, which have been critical to the pattern of vapor penetration in most other
models. The use of the Leveratt function, derived from imbibition of soil samples, may
lack qualitative accuracy in the engineered structure of the wick, but was correctly applied to the imbibition process of rewetting the wick. The results are unique in illustrating the potential for a capillary evaporator to recover from conditions in which the wick
is largely dried while remaining under heat load.
Other authors [81–83] have used two-phase mixture models to investigate capillary evaporators in the more typical r-θ coordinates, but with the specific form for the
mixture properties less rigorously justified than those by Wang and Beckermann [73].
The work of Huang et al. [82, 83] neglects the pressure gradients in the liquid. Instead,
these authors consider only gradients of saturation (and hence capillary pressure) as driving potential. Not surprisingly, they find results indicating that the wick is fully penetrated by vapor at all times, even at light heat loading, and has a continuous gradient of
saturation from the liquid core to the vapor channel. These results seem highly implausible in the capillary evaporator where liquid is known to circulate under pressure. Wei et
al. [81] implemented a two-phase mixture model of a wick with transport properties calculated as the void-fraction-weighted average of the properties of each phase, an approach lacking physical justification.
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2.4. Loop Scale
2.4.1

LHP Steady-State System Models
Methods of predicting LHP operating conductance have been an active area of re-

search since shortly after the invention of the LHP and remain so to the present day. The
earliest modeling efforts were based on component energy balances. The first analytical
model was published in the Russian literature in 1978 [84]. In 1994, Dickey and Peterson [3] published a model and experimental validation for a fixed conductance loop having no hydroaccumulator. Based on steady-state energy balances for the evaporator and
condenser, the model was reasonably successful at estimating evaporator temperature, a
task simplified by the elimination of the fluid inventory transfer between the condenser
and compensation chamber, which complicates operation of a normal LHP. This model
was subsequently applied to the design of fixed conductance micro-LHPs etched directly
onto silicon wafers [85, 86]. In the same year, Maidanik et al. [18] published an analytical analysis of the compensation chamber energy balance offering a rudimentary predictive capability of temperatures in the variable conductance regime.
In 1999, Kaya et al. [87, 88] published a model based on component energy balances of the condenser, compensation chamber, and evaporator as well as the pressure
drops between them. This model was successful in predicting temperatures in both the
variable conductance regime and the constant conductance regime (with a non -liquid
filled compensation chamber), but the model failed to resolve low–heat–load hysteresis
observed during the validation experiment [87]. Chuang [89] attempted to improve the
response of this model to loop orientation. Launay et al. [90] generalized the same model
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to several styles of evaporator, but the experimental validation of this work is unreasonable as the thermal resistance for evaporation was adjusted to fit the results and ranged
from 0.34 K/W to 0.003 K/W depending on the evaporator. A separate model by Vlassov
[91, 92] suffered the same problem to an even greater degree, with five free parameters
effectively reducing the model to a curve fit of the validation data. Furukawa et al. [93]
approached modeling from the perspective of design, using the performance objectives as
model input and the physical parameters of the desired loop as output, eliminating some
iteration of the solution in the process.
Models which consider the transition from a two–phase to liquid–filled compensation chamber have only recently been forthcoming.

Chernysheva et al. [94] ap-

proached this problem with a relatively simple construction of component energy balance
and transport line pressure drops. Treatment of the regime transition recognized the need
for bubble nucleation to cause the compensation chamber to return from a liquid-filled to
a two-phase state. Performance in each regime showed good agreement with experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 2–6. However, the authors proposed no means of predicting
the occurrence of bubble nucleation in the core, preventing the prediction of the heat load
at which the transition occurred. Additionally no means was provided for estimating the
variation of the evaporator heat transfer coefficient, so this value was assumed to be an
arbitrary constant.
Adoni et al. [26, 95] developed a model capable of recognizing the independent
statuses of the core and compensation chamber as either two-phase or liquid filled. The
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status of the core was considered to have a substantial impact on heat leak. The model
was used to explore two modes of constant conductance operation, one in which the
compensation chamber became full, limiting the utilization of the condenser, and the other in which the condenser was fully utilized, while the compensation chamber remained
two-phase [26, 95].
Results from a loop with a large diameter compensation chamber showed that, at
high charge, the temperature response lacked the typical two regimes, as shown in Fig. 2–
7b. This was associated, in the model, with the compensation chamber being two -phase
but the core liquid filled, as illustrated in Fig. 2–7a. The model indicated that a reduction
in charge sufficient to keep the core two-phase restored two-regime operation [95]. The
validation experiment provided no means of verifying the liquid inventory o f either the
core or compensation chamber and, again, an evaporator heat transfer coefficient was
introduced with no physical justification.

Fig. 2–6. Modeling Results with Failure to Resolve Hysteresis Due
to Uncertainty in Nucleation [94]
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2.4.2

LHP Transient System Models
Transient system models have been developed to predict LHP behavior during

start-up and abrupt changes in heat load. These have generally been of a nodal type, discretizing components, including the liquid and vapor lines, into nodes separated by thermal and hydrodynamic resistances. Sasin et al. [58] published such a model of an LHP in

(a) High Level of Charge Leaving the Core Completely Liquid-Filled

(b) Evaporator Temperature Responce Lacking Variable and Constant Conductance
Fig. 2–7. Temperature Response Attributed to Liquid-Filled Core and Two-Phase
Compensation Chamber [95]
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1990. Acceptable correspondence to the experiment was only obtained with the application of two "correction coefficients" and thus the model failed to provide good predictive
capabilities or assurance of physical correctness. Wrenn et al. [96] developed a model
using the commercial software package SINDA for thermal nodal modeling along with a
custom hydrodynamic model partially described in the literature. The hydrodynamics
were considered quasi-steady with loop dynamics governed by thermal energy storage.
Hoang et al. [97, 98] continued this approach. These three studies were presented with
experimental validation but the articles lacked detail on the selection of resistance parameters for the model. Results are implausibly accurate, suggesting that, like Sasin et al.
[58], model parameters were populated from the validation data sets. Muraoka et al. [99,
100] published a transient nodal model for an LHP having a flat-plate evaporator and a
porous element in the condenser. The authors provide no explanation as to the origin of
thermal resistances and the model is, again, implausibly accurate. Kaya et al. [101] implemented a nodal model in which the basis for thermal conductance and hydrodynamic
resistance are fully explained. However, the originally estimated value for heat leak resulted in a ten-fold error in start-up time which was corrected by arbitrarily multiplying
the heat leak by 0.07 to agree with the experiment.
Available proprietary models, of which technical details are not published, were
recently reviewed by Wang et al. [102]. The most developed of these appear to be the
LHP module for SINDA/FLUIENT, available from Cullimore and Ring Technologies
Inc. since 2000 [102], and the ESATAN solver, which emerged from work by Alcatel
and EADS Astrium associated with European Space Agency contracts [102]. Mena et al.
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[103] provides basic description of the ESATAN model along with validation against
data from a space radiator on the STENTOR satellite, in which a maximum of 5°C error
is claimed. It appears, but is not entirely certain from the article [103], that these are true
predictive results not fit by the experimental data.
2.4.3

CPL Transient System Models
CPLs have received less attention for numerical modeling since there is substan-

tially less variation in performance to predict. The evaporator temperature is fixed, or at
least its slight variation from the reservoir temperature is easily estimating from the system pressure drop using the formulae in Section 1.6.1. Also, the possibilities for start-up
are substantially simplified by pressure priming. The proprietary software package SINDA/FLUIENT was developed in the late 1980s and applied to modeling start-up phenomena in CPLs [31, 102]. Later Hoang et al. [32] published a system of equations for
predicting the magnitude of pressure spikes and surges and an analytical model of oscillatory behavior [104], which was validated with experimental data [105–107]. The oscillatory model considers fluid in the reservoir, liquid line and condenser to form a massspring-damper system, excited by the fluctuation of the menisci at the evaporator. It does
not consider transients in a time domain, but instead yields amplitude as a fun ction of
frequency.
Platel et al. [108] published a transient model consisting of ordinary differential
equations relating to energy and pressure balance of the components. Pouzet et al. [109]
subsequently enhanced this work with the addition of detailed subsystem models for the
evaporator, reservoir, and condenser. The evaporator subsystem model resolved the wick
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in the r-θ coordinate system, assuming it to be liquid saturated, yet accounting for the
dynamic effect of vapor accelerating away from the meniscus in a similar manner to Demidov and Yatsenko [64] . Like the LHP system models, no means was provided for
estimating the evaporative heat transfer coefficient and a constant value was assigned on
the basis of prior literature [109]. The condenser was discretized axially and heat transfer
and pressure drop were solved on the basis of correlations from the literature [110] while
a complex algebraic equation represented the reservoir pressure. Results, shown in Fig.
2–8, demonstrate some predictive accuracy, but also failure to properly capture a second
order, underdamped response to the increase in heat load.
2.4.4

Models of Hybrid Loops
Models for two styles of CPL/LHP hybrid have been proposed in the literature.

Vlassov [111] attempted to develop a generic model having both a LHP-style compensa-

Fig. 2–8. Performance of Transient CPL Model by Pouzet et al. [109]
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tion chamber and a CPL-style reservoir, reducible to either type of device. The model
was too complex and computational expensive for implementation and remains unclosed
mathematically. However, Vlassov suggested that the hybrid loop, if constructed, would
likely exhibit an unspecified combination of favorable CPL and LHP characteristics as
well as superior temperature control to a standard LHP. This assertion remains untested.
The second style of hybrid was the "advanced capillary pumped loop" (ACPL),
developed by Hoang et al. [112]. The primary evaporator was of a CPL style with two
liquid ports into the core. The reservoir was effectively a small LHP evaporator with a
large compensation chamber. The design was intended to allow the small evaporator
attached to the reservoir to flush the core of the main evaporator with subcooled liquid.
A numerical model was implemented for this device and a corresponding prototype built
and tested [113].
2.4.5

Limitations of Current Modeling Technology
Although the basic construction of CPLs and LHPs has been well established

since the mid-1980s, reliable predictive modeling for new loops remains elusive. Models
appearing to have high accuracy, but for which validation data was used to define critical
model parameters, are a systemic problem in the literature. This results from a lack of a
practical means of estimating several parameters, but severely limits the value of many
models as a design tools.
No effective means has been proposed for estimatin g the heat transfer coefficient
associated with evaporation from the wick [90]. This parameter has alternatively been
assumed to be an arbitrarily selected constant [26, 94], varied to fit model results to expe-
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rimental data [90, 91], or avoided by modeling only conductance from the vapor to the
heat sink at the condenser. Realistically, all these approaches neglect that the fact the
evaporation heat transfer coefficient is known to diminish near thermal capacity in many
evaporators yielding an increase in evaporator surface temperature. This presumably is
due to migration of the liquid vapor interface farther fro m the evaporator wall with possible contributions from thermally induced breakdown of the individual menisci as well.
The estimation of heat leak is complicated by the same penetration of vapor into the
wick. Heat leak can be estimated on the basis of conduction, as long as the wick can be
assumed to be liquid saturated, but may be expected to rise as the wick dries. With conditions in the core unobserved and unmeasured, heat leak estimates are generally impossible to validate by experiment.
Despite great advances in wick scale modeling, the fundamental patterns of drying and rewetting in the wick are still poorly understood and remain an impediment to
estimating the evaporator heat transfer coefficient and heat leak. It is unclear to what
degree vapor penetrates individual large pores, as emphasized by the pore network approach, or uniformly penetrate regions around the zone of heat input, as emphasized by
the separated phase approach. Unsaturated flow theory shows promise as an effective
means of modeling vapor penetration into the wick, but has yet to be demonstrated in a
well implemented study which includes full representation of the relevant wick boundary
conditions.
The effect of thermal loading of the meniscus on apparent contact angle has been
demonstrated at the pore scale but has not been applied to any practical modeling of ca-
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pillary evaporators. A term for the dynamic pressure of vapor accelerating away from the
meniscus has been included in some models [64, 109], allowing some reduction of available capillary pressure at each meniscus as heat load is increased. Results [64] show a
more uniform pattern of drying across the wick than other models, suggesting that the
pore-scale effects of heat load not only reduce the capacity of the evaporator but fund amentally change the patterns of wick dryout under high heat load.
Although conditions in the core are widely accepted to be influential, consideration in modeling remains rudimentary. A lack of effective criteria for predicting bubble
nucleation in the liquid filled core prevents prediction of the transition between the constant and variable conductance regimes in LHPs in which the compensation chamber
becomes liquid filled [27]. Lack of nucleation criteria also impedes transient models of
start-up [101]. Where wick models have been used predict the deprime of CPL evaporators [21, 44, 68], it has been based on the assumption that the CPL core is completely
intolerant of vapor and deprimes immediately upon appearance of a bubble. While this is
a logical explanation of violent, sudden deprime, it is impossible to prove that this is always the case on the basis of experiments in which the condition of the core has not been
observed.
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3.

EXPERIMENTAL LITERATURE

3.1. Scope of the Literature Review
Although the fundamental theory and operating characteristics, described in
Chapter 1, were well established by the mid-1990s, firm evidence to support the inferred
role of liquid-vapor interactions in the evaporator core and compensation chamber has
remained remarkably scarce. This chapter provides comprehensive review of several
topics relating to conditions in the core and compensation chamber. These are:


Novel wick materials for the reduction of heat leak



Criteria for the selection of charge mass and expected fill states of LHP
compensation chambers



Temperature hysteresis in LHPs



Evaporator visualization techniques and findings for both CPLs and LHPs

The chapter concludes with a discussion of research objectives to address these issues.
3.2. Alte rnative Wick Materials
Selection of wick materials for capillary evaporators has traditionally been a
compromise between hydrodynamic and thermal properties. On the one hand, sintered
metals are ideal for producing wick structures with high porosity, high permeability, and
small pore radii (e.g, for nickel 0.7–10 µm, 60–75%, and 2×10-14–2×10-12 m2 respectively
[17]), but have high thermal conductivity (5–10

for nickel [17]) which promotes

heat leak. On the other hand, polymers, such as UHMW polyethelyne and PTFE, offer
lower thermal conductivity, but wicks manufactured from polymers have large pore radii
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and low porosity (e.g. 10–20µm and approximately 50% for UHMW polyethylene [16]).
As a result, metals, traditionally nickel (in recent years also titanium), have been favored
for LHP evaporators, while polymers have been favored for CPL evaporators, in which
heat leak may cause deprime. The desire for high strength and low thermal conductivity
materials has resulted in consideration of ceramics, which have potential to lessen this
compromise. The open literature documents several such tests.
In 1989, Seidenburg and Swanson [114] obtained a U.S. patent for a ceramic CPL
wick co mposed of a fibrous material in a foam binder. They suggested Lockheed HTP 622, a porous thermal insulation designed for atmospheric reentry of spacecraft, as an existing material which would fit this description. The patent holders [114] eluded to previous tests of ceramic wicks which were ―extremely friable‖ and ―exhibited poo r
capillary performance,‖ but failed to reference or describe any specific examples. Further
development of this fiber/foam concept has not be found in the published literature.
In 1997, Nazeri and Kim [115] fabricated several different wicks through a SolGel process, which was then patented [116]. The wicks were fabricated from a combination of Tetraethoxyorthosilicate (TEOS) and Polydimethylsilane (PDMS). Effective pore
radii of 0.2 µm to 15 µm and porosities of 55% to 77% indicate that these wicks were
considerably finer and more porous than typical polymers. Due to the non -metallic co mposition and high porosity the wicks were ―speculated‖ to have low thermal conductivity,
but the thermal properties were not measured [115]. Softening and swelling of the wick
structure was observed when wetted [115]. Hoang and Ku [117] later tested a Sol-Gel
wick with 5.6 µm characteristic pore radius and 45% porosity in their Advanced Loop
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Heat Pipe prototype. Excellent performance and good control of temperature with the
ceramic wick in this application was reported [117]. However, the Advanced Loop Heat
Pipe included a provision to flush the evaporator core with subcooled liquid, so the effect
of heat leak in this loop may have been masked.
Cai et al. [24] had a less favorable experience with entirely ceramic LHP wicks of
unspecified composition. The investigators found little evidence of reduced heat leak
relative to metals, but encountered a substantial difference in temperature between the
evaporator case and the vapor exiting the evaporator. The unusually low evaporative heat
transfer coefficient was thought to be a result of the liquid-vapor interface receding into
the low-conductivity wick. This problem was resolved by fabricating a dual-layer wick
with an outer layer of porous nickel, to promote efficient evaporation, and an inner layer
of ceramic, to block thermal conduction into the core [24]. This evaporator was found to
have a much higher evaporative heat transfer coefficient than the entirely ceramic wick
and also lower liquid subcooling requirements than the entirely nickel wick.
3.3. Charge Volume
3.3.1

CPL Charging and Reservoir Volume
Proper CPL operation requires that the reservoir remain two-phase at all times;

thus the reservoir volume must be larger than the difference between the minimu m and
maximu m operational liquid inventory in the rest of the loop. The operational extremes
which must be accommodated are the minimum heat load at minimu m condenser sink
temperature, which results in nearly full liquid blockage of the condenser, and maximu m
heat load at maximu m condenser sink temperature, which results in a large fraction of the
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condenser being occupied by vapor [13, 15, 118]. However, pressure priming the loop
prior to start-up requires an additional volume of liquid sufficient to flood the spaces of
the loop which are normally occupied by vapor [13].
If

and

represent the minimu m and maximu m reservoir void

fractions at which the reservoir effectively regulates pressure, the requirements for maximum heat load and start-up may be expressed quantitatively as
(18a)
(18b)
where

is the void fraction of the condensation zone under full utilization. This impli-

citly demands a minimu m reservoir storage capacity, defined by
(19)
The reservoir in a CPL thus typically constitutes a sizable fraction of the total internal
volume.
3.3.2

LHP Charging
Unlike many of the technical details of loop fabrication, criteria for the selection

of charge mass are generally not stated in published literature. However, between the
comments of some authors on the state of the compensation chamber and the explicit
statement of others regarding charging methods, it can be concluded that there are two
different sets of criteria in common use. The difference between these sets of criteria
affects whether the compensation chamber becomes completely liquid filled or remains
two-phase when the loop operates in the constant conductance regime.
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The original Russian inventors of the LHP [12] and subsequent collaborators [27,
33, 94] clearly expect the compensation chamber to be liquid-filled in the constant conductance regime, implying a charge volume of
(20)
Some [13, 14, 18] state that a portion of the condenser is reserved for liquid subcooling,
suggesting that the actual charge volume might be slightly higher, corresponding to a
lower

. Henceforth, a charge intended to ensure a full compensation chamber in the

constant conductance regime will be called Full-CC charge. For Full-CC charge, the
total storage capacity of the compensation chamber must be sufficient to accommodate
the expected variation of liquid inventory in the condenser, i.e.,
(21)
but need not be so large as to ensure flooding of the vapor line during start-up. This
leaves possible start-up scenarios in which the compensation chamber is dry [12].
Other authors [29, 87, 89, 119–121] explicitly advocate charging the LHP so that
the compensation chamber becomes neither liquid filled under maximu m condenser
usage nor devoid of liquid under shutdown conditions in which the rest of the loop is
liquid-filled and cold. These criteria, henceforth designated Partial–CC charge, are
equivalent to applying the CPL charging criteria in Eq. (18) with the compensation
chamber treated as a CPL reservoir. In contrast with the modest compensation chambers
associated with Full-CC charge, using CPL-like criteria demands that
(22)
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Compensation chambers for Partial-CC charge are thus often larger in diameter and, thus,
volume than the rest of the evaporator body.
Empirical studies addressing LHP charge volume are surprisingly scarce and
evaluation of Eqs. (21)–(22) requires more precise geometric information than is generally published with existing experimental datasets. As a result, while the inferences of experimentalists differ, it is generally impossible to know whether the target compensation
chamber conditions in a particular study were actually achieved. A study by Adoni et al.
[95] found that a large-diameter compensation chamber, of the variety typically constructed by those advocating Partial-CC charge, may become thermally isolated from the
remainder of the evaporator. The investigators [95] associated this behavior with a liquid-filled core and suggested that additional charging constraints might be advisable to
keep the core two-phase and promote a high thermal conductance from the core to the
compensation chamber. Lee et al. [122] investigated LHP charging from a purely empirical perspective, without publishing any inference as to the internal liquid distribution in
the loop. This study [122] tested the same loop at charge ratios (fractions of total internal
volume filled with liquid) of 42.8%, 51.3%, and 59.9% and concluded that a charge ratio
of 51.3% yielded the highest conductance. However, the data showed very large temperature excursions during start-up at 51.3% and 59.9% charge ratios, suggesting, somewhat
counter intuitively, that increasing the start-up liquid inventory of the evaporator may
inhibit smooth start-up.
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3.4. Temperature Hysteresis
Hysteresis of evaporator and vapor temperatures has been observed by several investigators and attributed primarily to liquid -vapor interaction in the compensation
chamber and core. Temperature hysteresis was first observed by Wolf and Bienert [54]
and was dependent on the evaporator being inclined in a compensation-chamber-up
orientation. Subsequently, other investigators [29, 123, 124], using secondary wicks and
partial-CC charge, have observed hysteresis in the case of large power ramp-down increments, as shown in Fig. 3–1, sometimes noting accentuation with evaporator inclina-

Fig. 3–1. Evaporator Temperature Hysteresis at Partial-CC Charge
with a Secondary Wick [123]

Fig. 3–2. Vapor Temperature Hysteresis at Full CC-Charge
with No Secondary Wick [27]
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tion [29]. In experiments without a secondary wick at Full-CC charge, Vershinin et al.
[125] reported similar low heat load hysteresis as well as high-heat-load hysteresis in
which temperatures remained elevated while heat load was reduced, shown in Fig. 3–2.
Data arguably consistent with this latter phenomenon also appear in earlier literature
[126] but were not discussed by the authors.
Ku [29] hypothesized that hysteresis at low heat load was caused by vapor
breaching the secondary wick and becoming trapped in the ev aporator core. The presence of vapor in the core caused an increase in heat leak fro m the core to the compens ation chamber, increasing variable conductance operating temperature. Ku [29] further
suggested vapor could be forced through the secondary wick during large increments of
heat load reduction, as liquid was drawn from the compensation chamber to fill the condenser. This hypothesis obviously only applies to evaporators with secondary wicks.
Addressing results under Full-CC Charge without a secondary wick, Vershinin
and Maydanik [27] attributed both high-heat-load and low-heat-load hysteresis to capillary action at the evaporating interface. Specifically, the dependence of the evaporator
heat transfer coefficient on heat load, shown in Fig. 3–3a, resembles a phenomenon observed in pool boiling on porous media. This phenomenon, known as Type-III hysteresis
[127, 128], is illustrated in Fig. 3–3b. Type-III hysteresis is rare [128, 129] and associated with boiling from thin evaporation zones in porous media of low hydraulic resistance [128]. It is believed to result from vapor penetration into the porous media at high
heat flux leaving active nucleation sites that enhance boiling at low heat flux [128], producing the characteristic hysteresis loops in opposing directions. If these nucleate boiling
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considerations are indeed relevant, liquid-vapor interfaces in the wick are substantially
less static than existing pore-scale and wick-scale models recognize.
Hysteresis at the capillary interface does not directly explain the hysteresis of
vapor temperature [27], since conductance from the vapor channel to the heat sink is primarily dictated by the condenser (i.e. Eq. (3), pg. 14). Thus, the hysteresis of vapor temperature may be adequately explained by changes to the evaporation zone for the variable

(a) LHP Evaporator [27]

(b) Type-III Pool Boiling [127–129]
Fig. 3–3. Observed Hysteresis in Pool Boiling on Porous Media
and in the Capillary Evaporator
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conductance regime, but remains inadequately explained for the constant conductance
regime [27].
3.5. Regime Transition Hysteresis
A distinct form of hysteresis in the transition between the two regimes was also
identified by Vershinin and Maydanik [27]. As illustrated in Fig. 3–4, a s mooth transition was observed from the variable conductance regime to the constant conductance
regime as heat load was increased, but as heat load was decreased, the const ant conductance regime persisted to lower heat loads than anticipated. The transition to the variable
conductance regime then occurred suddenly, as much as 10–15 min following the reduction in heat load with which it was initiated [27]. This prolongation of the constant conductance regime was attributed to fluid in the compensation chamber achieving a
superheated liquid state during power reduction , rather than reverting to a two-phase
state. The abrupt transition was associated with the appearance of the first bubble in the
liquid filled core or compensation chamber [27].

Fig. 3–4. Results Exhibiting Regime Transition Hysteresis [27]
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3.6. CPL Evaporator Visualization
There is considerable speculation in the literature regarding conditions in the CPL
evaporator core and the nature of vapor generation therein. It is often assumed that, at
least near the edge of the operating envelope, that the CPL core operates in a meta-stable
superheated liquid state, subject to spontaneous boiling [14]. In qualitative descriptions
of evaporator performance, some authors indicate that bubbles can form during system
perturbations and persist for long periods of time, causing problems when power is reduced or the evaporator is stopped and restarted [130, 131]. The existence of such bubbles has been inferred from the performance of opaque evaporators and not observed
directly. However, Li and Ochterbeck [25], in a rare visualization experiment, observed
rapid bubble nucleation and growth preventing the start-up of a CPL evaporator. This
experiment suggests that, at least for some start-up conditions, the CPL evaporator core
can become superheated and deprime explosively due to vapor nucleation in the core, but
leaves open the question of whether meta-stable liquid states in the core play a significant
role in determining the steady state performance envelope of a CPL.
Results of other visualization experiments suggest that it is the quantity, rather
than mere presence, of vapor which impacts CPL operation. Hoang and Ku [32] and Ku
et al. [34] performed experiments with a visualization evaporator, which was essentially a
cylindrical design split lengthwise with one half replaced by a transparent window. The
investigators [32, 34] observed continuous formation, motion, and condensation of bubbles in the liquid core under steady heat load app roaching the edge of the performance
envelope of the CPL, but these conditions were stable and did not result in failure until
the loop was stressed sufficiently that the rate of vapor introduction into the core ex-
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ceeded condensation. A similar visualization evaporator was flight tested on the Space
Shuttle in 1996 [132, 133], using water as the working fluid. In this experiment, a continuous vapor pocket in the liquid core was observed to periodically grow slowly and collapse quickly, causing a temperature oscillation on a period of approximately 500 s [132].
Visualization in the aforementioned experiments [25, 32, 34, 132] entailed significant disturbance of the thermal boundary conditions which would exist in an ordinary,
cylindrical CPL evaporator. In a typical evaporator, the core is nearly perfectly isolated
from effects other than heat conduction through the wick and advection from the liquid
flow. Sectioning the evaporator and installing a window provides both an addition path
for heat leak from the evaporator body to the core and an entirely new path for heat dissipation directly from the core to the ambient environment. These disturbances are not
insignificant, as Ku et al. [34] found that the thermal capacity of the loop varied from
600 W to 1000 W with rotation of the evaporator around the axis about which the nonwindowed prototype would have been axi–symmetric. Additionally, these authors [34]
reported troublesome levels of axial heat leak as a result of metal reinforcements required
to withstand the pressure of anhydrous ammonia on the window.

Li and Ochterbeck

[25] used an evaporator geometry that did not replicate the radial geometry of typical
wicks and also included significant expanses of glass in contact with both sides of the
liquid core. The conditions which resulted in the explosive deprime [25] versus gradual
accumulation of vapor [34, 132] are not clear, but likely contributing factors are the
thermal boundary conditions imposed by the evaporator geometries and the choice of
working fluids.
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3.7. LHP Evaporator Visualization
Two studies have yielded images for the interior of an LHP compensation chamber, but leave the questions of charging, regime transition, and hysteresis discussed in the
preceding sections unanswered. These studies employed very different techniques for
visualization.
Cimbala et al. [134] produced neutron radiographic images of an entire LHP u sing Penn State's Breazeale Nuclear Reactor as a neutron source. The loop was constructed of aluminum with ammonia as a working fluid. As shown in Fig. 3–5, this
technique allowed liquid slugs in the condenser and transport lines and the liquid fill level
of the compensation chamber to be observed. The authors claim to be able to observe
local drying of the wick [134], but did not pursue this line of research. The study was
instead focused primarily on the optimization of the condenser [89]. Published images
suggest that the saturated wick is opaque, preventing any imaging of the evaporator core,

(a) Liquid Slugs Exiting a Multipass
Shell-Tube Condenser

(b) Local Drying of the Wick and Compe nsation Chamber Liquid Inventory

Fig. 3–5. Neutron Radiographic Images of an LHP [134]
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and that the technique is probably not suitable for resolving the formation and motion of
small bubbles.
Mishkinis et al. [135] developed and tested an LHP with windows on four sides
of the compensation chamber. The loop was constructed of stainless steel with methanol
as a working fluid and wicks of nickel, titanium, and copper. The evaporator was inclined 30° from horizontal with the compensation chamber end up, as illustrated in Fig.
3–6a. The study confirmed the tolerance of the LHP evaporator to vapor formation in the
core [135]. A stable and continuous flow of bubbles from the evaporator to the compensation chamber was observed for steady operation , as shown in Fig. 3–6b. The rate of
bubble formation increased with increased heat load. However, the authors [135] state
that "all the instabilities in the LHP operation" were associated with "very intense boiling" in the compensation chamber, suggesting that something more violent than the illustrated stream of bubbles was required to produce externally observable effects . Also,
the liquid level in the compensation chamber was observed to increase with each increase
in heat load, as shown in Fig. 3–7, even though constant conductance was achieved at

Gravity

Comp. Chamber

Evaporator

(a) Evaporator and Chamber Compensation
(b) Bubble Migration into the
(Inclined at 30° as Installed)
Compensation Chamber
Fig. 3–6. Visualization Compensation Chamber by Mishkinis et al. [135]
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approximately 100 W [135]. The authors concluded that the additional liquid was displaced by recession of the liquid interface into the wick rather than from additional opening of the condenser, as the latter is reasonably assumed static at constant conductance.
Suh et al. [136] constructed an evaporator of largely transparent materials to test a
silicon wick with regularly-spaced cylindrical pores. The evaporator was tested on an
open fluid cycle rather than installed in a loop. While oscillatory behavior of individual
menisci could be observed in detail, failure to degas the system or allow a natural regulation of pressure limits the relevance of the findings.
3.8. Summary of Experime ntal Literature
The shortcomings of traditional metal and polymer wicks have led several authors
to investigate ceramic alternatives. Results from publish ed studies on this general class of
materials have shown promise, but no particular subtype has been consistently studied.

(a) Q = 90 W

(b) Q = 150 W

(c) Q = 200 W

(d) Q = 250 W

(e) Q = 300 W

(f) Q = 350

Fig. 3–7. Fill Levels of the Compensation Chamber with Increasing Heat Loads [135]
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Fluid compatibility and life tests, which would be required for acceptance of these mat erials in applications, have not been published. The otherwise promising Sol-Gel materials were reported to swell and soften [115], which portends problems achieving
consistent performance over the life of the loop.
The selection of liquid charge volume, despite being fundamental to the operation
of CPLs and LHPs, does not appear to be viewed consistently by all authors. The situation is relatively straightforward for CPLs, for which it is generally agreed that the reservoir must remain two-phase at all times. However, for LHPs, some authors claim that the
compensation chamber should fill completely with liquid in the constant conductance
regime, while others claim that the compensation chamber should remain two-phase at all
times. Assuming that the charge states these authors are achieving are consistent with
stated intensions, there are two viable and distinct types of charge in common use which
affect whether the compensation chamber becomes liquid filled. The distinction itself
however is not hitherto acknowledged by the literature.
LHP temperature hysteresis has been reported as a typical phenomena by several
authors, and there is sufficient uncertainty as to the cause to interfere with accurate modeling. Previous studies have linked low heat load hysteresis to loop orientation and large
increments of heat load reduction [29, 123, 124] and have proposed vapor entrapment in
the secondary wick as a cause. However, similar hysteresis has been observed without a
secondary wick [27, 125] and has been attributed to conditions at the evaporating interface. Hysteresis in the transition between the variable and constant conductance regimes
has also been observed and attributed to the superheat required to cause bubble nuclea-
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tion in the liquid-filled core. The currently proposed causes of hysteresis are largely related to the fill states of the compensation chamber and evaporator core. These phenomena have not been observed directly and are also logically dependent on whether the
compensation chamber is charged to become liquid -filled.
Evaporator visualization techniques used to date have been inadequate to fully
explore the behavior of evaporator cores and compensation chambers. Some studies in
CPLs have provided excellent visual access, by replacing half an evaporator with a window, but, in doing so, have severely damaged the integrity of the thermal boundary conditions for the core. Studies in LHPs have allowed observation of the fill state of the
compensation chamber by using glass windows [135] and neutron radiography [134], but
these techniques do not allow visual access to the core. Furthermore, these two studies
[134, 135] have been largely limited to proof of technique and have not explored the relationships between charge, hysteresis, and the regime transitions.
3.9. Research Objectives
The objectives of the current investigation are to developed a new visualization
technique for cylindrical LHP evaporators and use it to observe liquid -vapor interactions
in the core and compensation chamber under three modes of charge. These are:


A CPL hybrid mode in which liquid inventory is controlled by a reservoir



LHP mode with Full-CC charge



LHP mode with Partial-CC charge

Essential to this investigation are optics which can be inserted via the compensation
chamber, leaving typical cylindrical geometry of the evaporator and wick intact. Addi-
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tionally, to identify nucleation or injection sites, bubbles must be identified in the growth
stage, prior to having achieved sufficient Bond number to detach from the wick. An optical system which can resolve bubbles at 1 mm diameter is believed to be sufficient for
this.
In the CPL hybrid mode, the primary objective is to determine which, if any conditions, allow the evaporator to be tolerant of vapor in the core without immediate d eprime. Following work by Li and Ochterbeck [25] and Ku et al. [34], it is desirable to
test both methanol and ammonia as working fluids in the same loop. Additionally, factors to be explored include the conductivity of the wick material, the orientation of the
evaporator, and the pressure loading across the evaporator ports. The presence of a compensation chamber in the evaporator, in the hybrid style suggested by Vlassov [111], may
improve evaporator tolerance to vapor relative to the tolerance of a normal CPL. Using
visualization of the compensation chamber, it will be possible to observe what role the
compensation chamber plays in the hybrid loop.
The primary objective of the LHP experiments is to explore the phenomena of
hysteresis and transition between the regimes, which previous authors have proposed are
connected to liquid-vapor interactions in the compensation chamber and core. Of particular interest is determining if the two charge criteria found in the literature, which this
dissertation calls Full-CC and Partial-CC charge, actually represent two viable and distinct states of charge. If so, this study will provide the first experimental comparison of
the merits of these types of charge. As with the CPL hybrid mode experiments, changes
of fluid type, wick type, and evaporator orientation will be explored.
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4.

THEORY

As described in Section 1.6, there are five generally recognized operating limits
which limit the capacity of conventional heat pipes, of which only one, the capillary limit, has been adequately characterized for CPLs and LHPs. Of the remaining heat pipe
limits, the vapor pressure limit particularly needs to be revisited due to the current interest in low toxicity fluids, such as water, for use in consumer electronics. In evaluating
the vapor pressure limit, it is necessary to consider the minimum absolute pressure which
can be achieved in the wick, effectively evaluating the possibility of a boiling limit. After concluding that the boiling limit is not a practical concern for most capillary evaporators, it is found via the analysis in this chapter, that the vapor pressure limit is inseparable
from the requirement for liquid subcooling.
4.1. Boiling limit
Although wicks in CPLs and LHPs are not subject to the same thermal gradient
which results in the boiling limit in conventional heat pipes, the pressure gradient from
the core to the vapor channel causes the liquid in the wick to be in a meta-stable superheated liquid state. For a vapor bubble to grow, it must have sufficient pressure to expand a meniscus at the characteristic pore radius of the wick. Assuming that the vapor is
at the local saturation pressure, the bubble growth criterion is defined [56] as

(23)
The most severe superheat within entire the loop is located in the wick just beneath the meniscus, represented by Point 9 in Fig. 4–1. Assuming that liquid and vapor
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at the meniscus are in thermal equilibrium, the pressure deviation from the saturation
pressure is
(24)
where points 1 and 9 represent the vapor and liquid respectively at the meniscus. Recognizing that

is the total pumping pressure in the loop, which is equal to the total

pressure loss
(25)
Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (23) yields a criterion for the growth of a bubble
just below the surface of the wick that is identical to the definition of the capillary limit
defined by Eq. (4). Thus the potential for heterogeneous bubble nucleation immediately
adjacent to the vapor channel places no additional restrictions on the performance
envelope of the loop beyond those already imposed by the capillary limit. This should
not be surprising considering that the capillary pumping at this point is the sole source of
the pressure deficit.

Fig. 4–1. Pressure vs. Temperature for the CPL Fluid Cycle [13]
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Assuming a macroscopically homogenous wick, with no variation in characteristic pore size, the higher pressures and lower temperatures at all other points within the
wick (between points 8 and 9) will make the liquid deep within the wick even less prone
to boiling than the liquid adjacent to the meniscus. However, the boiling limit may still
need to be evaluated for any wick in which the pore size increased with depth into the
wick. This was recognized by Kiseev et al. [56] who proposed a wick with a continuous
gradient of pore size specifically derived from Eq. (23) to produce maximu m flow within
the bounds allowed by the boiling limit.
4.2. The Vapor Pressure Limit
The vapor pressure limit is of concern at temperatures where the capillary pressure is of similar order or greater than the vapor pressure. Temperatures at which the
capillary and vapor pressures are equivalent are shown in Table 4–1 for several fluids and
two examples of characteristic pore radii. Table 4–1 illustrates that traditional choices
working fluid (e.g. ammonia and propylene) avoid vapor pressure concerns at ordinary
temperatures. CPLs typically have relatively course wicks with pore radii on the order of
10 µm. Thus the temperature at which lack of vapor pressure becomes problematic is
well below room temperature, even with acetone or methanol as working fluids. LHPs
traditionally have finer wicks but are typically charged with ammonia or propylene, causing the temperature at which lack of vapor pressure is a concern to be even lo wer.
The experiments described later in this dissertation introduce acetone and methanol into LHP wicks with pore radii on the order of 1 µm. In these scenarios, the capillary
pressure is higher than the vapor pressure during start-up at room temperature. Similar
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problems would be encountered in design of high-performance LHPs using water as a
working fluid. Additionally, all liquid metals exhibit enormous ranges of temperatures
which are above the triple temperature, thus theoretically viable working fluids, but in
which capacity would be severely limited by vapor pressure. Understanding the vapor
pressure limit is thus prerequisite to development of very high temperature loops.
Equation (10), the vapor pressure limit criterion for conventional heat pipes, is
clearly a necessary condition for operation of capillary-driven loops, but is insufficient to
ensure the proper function of the liquid line. In other words, if it is assumed that condensation occurs at the heat sink temperature, the liquid exiting the condenser, being no
colder than the heat sink, must be saturated and would begin to boil in the liquid line due
to viscous pressure drop. Additionally CPL operation requires non-trivial liquid subcooling to offset heat leak and prevent boiling in the evaporator core. An LHP is effectively

Table 4–1. Transition Tempe ratures where Maximum Capillary Pressure Equals
Vapor Pressure for Selected Fluids and Pore Radii
Fluid

Triple
Temp.
(°C)

TTRANSITION (°C) at which

Butane
Methanol
Acetone
Propylene
Ammonia
Water
Mercury
Caesium
Potassium
Sodium
Lithium
Silver

-138
-98
-95
-185*
-78
0
-39*
28*
63*
98*
454*
962*

-25
43
31
-67
-35
104
324
656
778
734
1249
>2500

* Melting temperature at 1 atm.
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-62
3
-13
-98
-69
52
195
486
583
564
<1030
2287

bound to the same condition that heat leak and subcooling must balance to result in a core
temperature at or below the saturation temperature. The difference is that in an LHP this
is not a requirement to prevent deprime, but rather a condition which is automatically
enforced by the loop entering the variable conductance regime and reserving the required
amount of condenser capacity for subcooling. In either case, whether inducing deprime
or merely forcing a change in operating temperature, the loop operating envelope is
bounded by the condition of liquid subcooling, which is always more restrictive than the
classical vapor pressure limit.
4.3. Liquid Subcooling
In order to determine the liquid subcooling requiremen ts, it is necessary to consider which location on the liquid side of the loop presents the most severe risk of boiling. The liquid in the wick can be excluded from consideration since analysis of the
boiling limit already established that the superheated liquid there is stable. However, the
liquid in the core has no such restraints on bubble formation, and the inner surface of the
wick, being the source of heat entering the core and having a surface full various size
pores (i.e. cavities), has great potential for nucleation. To prevent boiling on the inner
wick surface, subcooling must ensure that

(26)
where
estimating

is the maximu m temperature at the inner surface of the wick. A means for
as a function of heat load and subcooling is required. The right hand side
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may be evaluated as a function of heat load using the pressure drop equations presented
in discussion of the capillary limit (Section 1.6.1).
The temperature

may be estimated with a simple analytical relationship based

on the assumptions that:


Heat transfer and fluid flow in the wick are one-dimensional in the radial direction



The problem is steady-state



The wick remains fully saturated with liquid



The liquid and solid are in local thermal equilibrium at all points in the wick



The core exchanges heat only with the wick

Under the above assumptions, the temperature field in the wick is defined by

(27)
where  is a non-dimensional parameter defined as

(28)
Equation (27) requires two boundary conditions, one of which is the temperature at the
vapor channel

(29)
The other is determined from the condition at the wick/core interface. While neither
temperature nor heat flux at this interface is known, both together must satisfy an energy
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balance for the core [64]. Expanding the incoming heat flux in terms of the temperature
gradient in the wick, the energy balance for the core becomes

(30)
which reduces to a Neumann boundary condition

(31)

Solving Eq. (27) and applying Eqs. (29) and (31) as boundary conditions yields

(32)
This results in a temperature at the inner surface of the wick (

) of

(33)
Comparing estimates from Eq. (33) to results from a two-dimensional numerical model
of an evaporator core, bayonet, and wick by Wang [137] suggests that Eq. (33) provides a
reasonable estimate of the core temperature and properly captures dependence on the
boundary temperatures and mass flow, despite simplistic treatment of the problem. As
condenser performance is outside the scope of this analysis, it was assumed that liquid is
returned to the evaporator at constant temperature,

.

The relationship between the temperature and saturation temperature which is described by Eqs. (26) and (33) is sketched in Fig. 4–2a. At zero power, there is neither
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subcooling nor, in the absence of gravitational effect, a pressure drop in the loop, so both
pressure and saturation pressure are equal to that at the vapor channel. For any finite
power, the temperature in the core will be lower than at the vapor channel, but, at best,
will asymptotically approach the heat sink temperature. However, the pressure drop,
dominated by the turbulent vapor flow, increases rapidly with increasing heat load and is
unbounded as

. The result is that increasing heat load eventually reaches a point

above which the liquid in the core will boil due to the reduction of pressure. Adding an
adverse gravitational head to the system pressure drop reduces the range of heat loads for
which subcooling is adequate, partly due to the appearance of a second lower limit of
heat load, as shown in Fig. 4–2b.
This upper limit is the de facto vapor pressure limit for the loop. It's practical relevance is limited to fluids for which

is small relative to the system pressure

drop. Using a specific case in which the evaporator temperature is 30°C and the heat sink
temperature 20°C as an example, the subcooling limit was estimated at 300 W with me-

(a) Horizontal (
)
(b) With Adverse Gravity (
)
Fig. 4–2. Typical Steady-State Core Temperature and Saturation Temperature at the Core
as Functions of Heat Load
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thanol as a working fluid. With ammonia, this limit is 20 kW, well above the capillary
limit. Subcooling problems near zero heat load are related to loss of cooling and persist
regardless of fluid choice.
4.4. Summary
It can be concluded that a practical vapor pressure limit for CPLs and LHPs cannot be separated from consideration of liquid subcooling in the core. Analysis of subcooling requirements has revealed two results that might be surprising to those familiar
with CPLs. The first is that, for a loop without gravitational bias, lowering heat load will
never result in a superheated core, but will result in a saturated core at the limit as

.

Since actual CPL cores, in violation of the assumptions of this analysis, have local hot
and cool spots, it is not surprising that many deprime at low heat loads. The experimental
work in this dissertation explores where in the core and under what conditions these d eprimes begin. However, the analysis implies that an ideal CPL, in which there is perfect
mixing of fluid within the core, may be operable at very small heat loads. This could also
be true if the core was tolerant of vapor formation and motion, which could serve to
axially redistribute heat. The second finding of interest is that even as subcooling increases with increased heat load, the liquid in the core can boil entirely due to reduction
of the core pressure. This imposes an upper limit on heat load which is the de facto vapor
pressure limit for the loop and is only a practical consideration when
small.
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5.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1. Equipment Overview
Several series of CPL/LHP hybrid and traditional LHP experiments were conducted during this study. To accomplish this, five LHP evaporators were installed and
tested successively in a loop with a CPL-style reservoir, forming a CPL/LHP hybrid. An
isolation valve allowed the reservoir to be removed from the same loop for tests in the
LHP mode. The test series and objectives are summarized in Table 5–1. The use of iron
oxide wick materials, the CPL hybrid loop configuration, and the level of visual access in

With Borescope
Redesigned Piping Config.

Without Borescope
Original Piping Config.

Table 5–1. Experimental Test Series
Series

Configuration

Primary Series Objecti ves

A

CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 1, Methanol
CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. Nos. 2 and 3,
Methanol

Verify the capillary limit of evaporator No. 1, the v iability of
the hybrid mode, and exp lore low heat load operation.

B
C

CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 3, Acetone

D

F

CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 3, Methanol
CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 1, A mmon ia
CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 1, A mmon ia

G

CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 1, A mmon ia

H

LHP Mode
Evap. No. 1, A mmon ia
CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 5, A mmon ia
CPL hybrid Mode
Evap. No. 5, Methanol

E

I
J
K

LHP Mode
Evap. No. 5, A mmon ia

Verify the capillary limits of evaporators Nos. 2 and 3.
Evaluate acetone as a working fluid and the effect of external
cooling of the compensation chamber on start-up of Evap.
No. 3
Additional methanol testing to study start-up problems.
Tests with ammonia test the hypothesis that the use of low
pressure fluids was related to failures.
Borescope shakedown. Observe liquid/vapor behavior in
CPL core using the borescope under ordinary conditions.
Observe liquid/vapor behavior in CPL core under stressful
conditions induced by very load heat load, pressure drop,
adverse orientations.
Determine the effects of evaporator orientation on behavior in
the LHP core.
Determine performance of nickel wick in CPL hybrid mode
and compare to ceramics.
Observe core behavior during deprime with methanol as a
working fluid
Exp lore causes of temperature hysteresis in the LHP evaporator and the effect of partial-CC and fu ll-CC charge volu mes
on the actual state of the compensation chamber.
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the liquid spaces of the evaporator are aspects of the study which are all unique and not
found in the open literature.
5.2. Evaporator Design and Wick Materials
Five evaporators were used in the experimental work, of which two were adapted
for the insertion of a borescope in the compensation chamber and core and used for the
majority of experiments. Wick properties for the five evaporators are summarized in
Table 5–2. Evaporators No. 1 through No. 3 contained wicks of iron oxides. Evaporator
No. 4 contained a wick primarily of silicon dioxide with a layer of metallic nickel. Evaporator No. 5 contained a traditional nickel wick. The oxide compounds in this investigation have lower conductivity than metals and permit s maller pore radii than polyethylene,
and are not among the various ceramic wick materials for which results have been previously published (see Sect. 3.2, pg. 51). All of the evaporators were constructed at the
Institute of Thermal Physics of the Russian Acad emy of Sciences. Evaporators No. 1
through No. 4 were provided to Clemson via the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory.
The nickel-wick evaporator, No. 5, was contributed directly for this study by Prof. Yuri
Maydanik of the Institute of Thermal Physics.

Table 5–2. Wick Properties
Evaporator

#1*
#2
#3
#4
#5*
Typ. Poly mer

Wick Materi al

Pore Radi us

Bulk Dry
Conducti vity
(μm)
(W/ m K)
FeO
0.8
0.38
FeO
0.8
0.38 to 2.4
FeO
1.2
0.35
85% SiO2 15% Ni
2.1
0.7
Ni
1.0
-PTFE, Po lyethylene
10– 20
0.1
* Evaporator adapted for borescope installation
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Porosity
(% )
33
33
46
57
70.4
50

Each of the evaporators contain 12 axial vapor grooves, machined into the outer
surface of the wick, as is typical in LHP construction and as illustrated in Fig. 5–1.
Small, triangular, circumferential grooves, machined into inner surface of the evaporator
body, provide additional surface area for vapor removal. The geometry of the nickelwick evaporator is identical to the ceramic-wick evaporators, with the exception that the
active length is 118 mm rather than 180 mm.
5.3. Loop Design
The loop used in this experiment was constructed of 316 stainless steel tubing assembled with Swagelok® 304 stainless steel compression fittings. Wetted materials in the
loop were stainless steel, the wick material, and PTFE. The latter was used for internal
seals in the pressure transducers, as well as sealant tape for the pressure transducer fittings. The use of the borescope, in Series F through K, also introduced glass, as well as

Fig. 5–1. Original Ceramic-Wick Evaporator without Borescope Installation
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traces of epoxy, neoprene, and EPDM rubber, in contact with the working fluid. Metering valves, used in the borescope series, contained Kalrez® O-rings and chrome-plated
valve stems.
Although evaporators, working fluids, and instrumentation were changed between
test series, all tests were conducted in one of two basic piping configurations described in
the following sections. The original configuration was used for CPL hybrid mode tests in
Series A through F. Following Series F, the loop was extensively redesigned to accommodate a wider range of experiments, including those in LHP mode, and this redesigned
configuration was used for all subsequent experiments.
5.3.1

Low Pressure Fluids (Series A–D)
The objectives for Series A through D were to verify that the loop operated effec-

tively in the CPL hybrid mode and to explore the operating envelopes of each ceramic
evaporator at fixed temperature. The loop configuration for these experiments, illustrated
in Fig. 5–2, consisted of a 3.5-m-long vapor line of 9.53-mm-OD/7.90-mm-ID
(3/8‖×0.032‖) stainless steel tube and a 4.0-m-long liquid line of 6.35-mm-OD/4.93-mmID (1/4‖×0.028‖) tube. These components were assembled in a horizontal plane and fastened to a laboratory bench, as shown in Fig. 5–3.
The condenser was of a shell-in-tube, counterflow design cooled by chilled water
supplied via the building infrastructure. The working fluid in the condenser was contained in the same 6.35-mm tube as the liquid line, which passed through two separate
1070-mm lengths of a 19-mm-diameter water jacket. Water was supplied at approximately 14°C and passed through two filters to remove particulate matter, primarily rust,
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which was prevalent in the water supply. Water flow was measured at 0.12 kg/s, corresponding to

for the condenser coolant annulus. The theoretical heat transfer

coefficient for the coolant was estimated on the basis of the Dittus-Boelter Equation as
. Experimental data indicated that the actual overall heat transfer coefficient in
the condensation zone, based on the coolant-side area, was approximately

.

Heat to the evaporator was provided by two 12.7-mm (1/2 in) diameter cartridge
heaters, manufactured by Watlow. The heaters were nominally rated for 600 W each at
120 V, but were often wired in series to derate the pair to 300 W. AC power was supplied at 0-140 V by a rheostat. The heaters were housed in a 177.8 mm aluminum block
with a 24-mm hole for the evaporator. The aluminum block was split lengthwise at the
mid-plane, allowing it to be screwed together around the heat input zone of the evaporator. The heaters were installed in the top half of this block resulting in heating only from

Fig. 5–2. Loop Configuration for Series A–F
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the top half of the evaporator. This pattern of heating is typical in applications, in which
the evaporator is adjacent to a heat source. The entire evaporator assembly consisted of
approximately 1.680 kg alu minum, 0.385 kg of stainless steel, and 0.204 kg of iron oxide,
and had a capacity for 19.1 ml of liquid working fluid.
The CPL reservoir consisted of a 500-ml stainless steel pressure vessel inclined
25° above the plane of the rest of the loop. This inclination ensured that the port of the
reservoir remained submerged in liquid at all times so that the reservoir did no t inject
vapor in to the liquid line of the loop. A silicon film heater, adhered to the outside of the
reservoir, was used to maintain the set point temperature in response to control signals
from the data acquisition computer. The reservoir, evaporator, condenser, and vapor line
were insulated with foam pipe insulation, typically 10-mm thick.

Fig. 5–3. Early Configuration (Prior to Series A) with Aluminum Heater Block
and Two-Pass Condenser
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5.3.2

Ammonia (Series E & F)
The basic hardware configuration for Series E was the same as for previous tests,

but with a new heater block made of copper rather than aluminum. The new block,
shown in Fig. 5–4, had a profile designed to minimize the mass of copper required. Additionally, tighter tolerances and surface finish reduced the thermal contact resistance
between the heaters and evaporator relative to the aluminum block. The result is a system in which actual evaporator heat load was much more responsive to applied power
and was better suited to transient tests. For Series E, this block was used for single-side
heat application with copper clamps on the back side of the evaporator. For Series F two
identical copper blocks were clamped back-to-back with an additional two heaters, providing more circumferentially uniform heat to the evaporator, and the evaporator itself
was altered allowing the addition of the scopes.

Fig. 5–4. Copper Heater block for Series F through J
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5.3.3

Loop Redesign (Series G–K)
For Series G, the loop was reconfigured to accommodate a wider range of exp e-

riments, including LHP mode testing, imposition of pressure loads on the evaporator, and
alternative loop orientations. A diagram of the new configuration appears in Fig. 5–5.
The total loop volume was reduced to allow liquid inventory management with the 19mL co mpensation chamber rather than the 500-mL reservoir. The new configuration
consisted of reduced diameter tubing, 6.35-mm-OD/4.93-mm-ID (1/4‖×0.028‖) for the
vapor line and 3.18-mm-OD/1.75-mm-ID (1/8‖×0.028‖) for the liquid line. The vapor
line was reduced greatly in length and the condenser was reduced from two separate
shell-in-tube passes to one. The branch of the liquid line extending to the reservoir was
shortened and the isolation was valve moved closer to the liquid line, further reducing
volume in the LHP mode.

Fig. 5–5. Redesigned Loop (Series G–L)
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Since the condenser heat sink temperature was a critical parameter for the LHP
experiments, the chilled water supplied from the building infrastructure was replaced
with a MaxiCool RC100CL100 chiller unit. This lessened variation in heat sink temperatures over the course of each experiment and allowed the heat sink temperature to be varied between experiments. An anti-freeze coolant was required for the chiller, and
methanol was selected, rather than a mixture of ethylene glycol and water, due to lower
viscosity. This choice kept the coolant flow through the condenser annulus well above
the critical Reynolds number at all temperatures and eliminated the potential for a sudden
change of the heat transfer coefficient due to transition into laminar flow at low temperatures.
To allow the imposition of pressure loads on the evaporator, a Swagelok SS-4L2KZ-MH metering valve was installed on the vapor line and a smaller SS-2MG-KZ-MH
metering valve was installed on the liquid line. The addition of these valves allows the
evaporator performance to be tested as a function of pressure drop, independently of heat
load. Flow coefficients for the Swagelok L-Series and M-Series valves are published as a
functions of handle position in product literature [138]. These valves typically remained
fully open, except where noted in the results.
To accommodate reorientation, the loop was removed from the laboratory bench
and fastened to a new chassis constructed aluminum T-slot framing material, which was
then suspended on chains and turnbuckles as shown in Fig. 5–6. A section of flexible
hose was incorporated into the reservoir feed line to allow it to be positioned in the same
upward orientation, regardless of the orientation of the loop . To put the loop in a vertical
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orientation, attachment at the front of the loop was transferred to a lower link on the
chain, allowing the loop to pivot 90° about the central axis of the condenser. Since the
axis of the condenser crossed the evaporator at approximately the mid -point of the vapor
channels, this orientation did not impose a significant gravitational pressure head on the
fluid cycle. The main evaporator was positioned directly above the compensation chamber in the vertical orientation.
5.4. Visualization
For the latter tests, Series F through L, evaporator visualization was accomplished
with two custom-designed rigid borescopes. The scopes were ordered from Intertest
RVI and designed and manufactured by Zibra Corp. Each scope was protected from the
ammonia environment by a 2-mm diameter stainless steel sheath, known as a guide tube,
with a glass window at the end. Separate scopes were used for lighting and imaging,
primarily to avoid reflections off the inner surface of the window of the guide tube. The
guide tubes were mounted in parallel, 5 mm apart with ends passing through neoprene O-

Fig. 5–6. Hybrid Loop with Borescope Configured for Horizontal Testing (Series H and I)
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rings in the compensation chamber body, as illustrated in Fig. 5–7. The exposed ends of
the guide tubes were mounted to a sliding carriage with a restricted range of motion, allowing them to be safely moved in tandem while the loop was charged. The scopes were
inserted into the loop through the carriage end of the guide tubes. The use of guide tubes
minimized the exposure of the optics to the risk of window failure and allowed several
epoxies to be tested for chemical compatibility with the working fluids prior to the installation of the scopes.
Installing the guide tubes required modification to the original compensation
chamber design. This modification was performed on ceramic-wick Evaporator No. 1
prior to Series F. The modification required cutting the evaporator body 3 mm fro m the
compensation chamber end and removing the end plate and liquid inlet line. A stainless
steel flange was welded around the open end of the evaporator to which a removable end
plate, including a new liquid line and ports for the guide tubes, was mounted. The nickelwick evaporator was fabricated specifically for the borescope experiments.

It was

shipped with the compensation chamber truncated at the location where evaporator No. 1
had been cut and was finished at Clemson to borescope-ready specifications.

Fig. 5–7. Sectional View of Evaporator with Borescope Installation
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The back plate was manufactured in two pieces, allowing neoprene o-rings to be
held captive in counterbored holes between the two plates. The plates were fastened to
the flange of the evaporator using six socket head cap screws and held in precise alig nment with spring pins to keep the scopes from binding. The outer back plate also served
as a mounting point for the rail, along which the sliding carriage holding the guide tubes
traveled. The rail, with a screw installed in the T-slot as a stop, appears in Fig. 5–8. The
polished guide tubes are visible in the photo over the rail; the sliding carriage is out of the
photo to the right. During operation, the evaporator was surrounded by additional thermal insulation, which is absent in this photo. The borescope insertion point was covered
by a shroud in case of sudden failure of the seal or guide tube. The exposed ends of the
guide tubes were also shielded under an acrylic window to direct spray downward in the
event of an ammonia release.
The dynamic seals for the scopes were initially problematic. For this reason a
high rate of leakage was tolerated for Series G, resulting an estimated loss of 10-20 g of

Fig. 5–8. Evaporator with Installed Borescope Guide Tubes, Guide Rail and
Copper Heating Block
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ammonia over the course of the series. Due to the presence of a large reservoir, the CPL
hybrid mode tolerated substantial charge loss without detectable variation in performance. However, between series G and H the leakage was resolved by hand po lishing
each guide tube and the inside of the O-ring glands to a mirror finish using a cotton cloth
and Noxon® 7 Metal Polish. The O-rings were found to have limited life. Thus, at each
discharge of the loop, the O-rings were replaced, the tubes were polished, and the loop
was vacuum tested. In LHP mode, operating temperatures at particular heat loads were
compared periodically for signs of charge loss.
Each scope consisted of a 350-mm-long section cased in stainless steel which was
inserted into the guide tube, followed by a more flexible section for attachment to the
camera or light source. The imaging scope terminated in a C-mount lens which was attached to a Panasonic GP-KR222 CCD camera. The light scope was illuminated by an
Ishot LSX24 arc lamp. Images were captured at 30 frames per second on a USB video
capture device connected to the camera via an S-video cable. The initial video capture
device was an ADS Tech USBAV-191. Prior to Series J, it failed and was replaced with
a Pinnicle DVC100 (Rev. 1.1). The hardware configuration yielded an image of comp arable resolution to standard definition television , of which approximately half the frame
was filled with the image from the scope.
Images were acquired with the software VirtualDub (version 1.7.1). Software filters were applied to desaturate and despeckle incoming video stream for better compression. Incoming images were also cropped to the usable field of view of the scope
(approximately 256x280 pixels) and stamped with an indication of date and time, so that
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they could be matched to thermal data acquired in LabView. The video was saved using
the XVID codec in an AVI container file. The resolution of the compressed video is
roughly comparable to the optical resolution of the scope itself, as illustrated in Fig. 5–9.
The compressed video files average 10-15 Kib/s. Videos were viewed with the VLC
Media Player, and still frames were extracted for publication using Avidemux.
5.5. Instrumentation and Heater Control
Instrumentation for Series A consisted of two pressure transducers and 23 T-type
thermocouples. A Sensotec Z/E310-01ZD pressure transducer (Range 0-3.44MPa, +/0.25% FSR) was used to measure the absolute pressure near the reservoir, while a Sensotec TJE/3885-06TJA pressure transducer (Range: -34.5 to 34.5 kPa, Accuracy: +/- 0.1%
FSR) was used to measure the difference in pressure between the liquid and vapor lines

(a) Image from a Canon 350D DSLR with
Inset Showing Individual Scope Fibers

(b) Compressed Video Frame Captured
with the Panasonic GP-KR222

Fig. 5–9. Comparison of Video Frame Quality to High-Resolution Still Image
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across the ports of the evaporator. Thermocouples were constructed from Omega Special
Limits of Error (SLE) T-type wire. The tips of each wire were stripped and soldered.
Each thermocouple was tested in a ice bath, to ensure an accuracy of +/-0.3°C at 0°C for
the measurement system, including data acquisition, before it was soldered to the body of
the loop.
Data was collected by computer, using a National Instruments SCXI modular signal processing system. Thermocouples and other signal sources were connected to two
separate National Instruments SCXI-1100 analog input modules via a SCXI-1303 terminal blocks. A SCXI-1161 relay module was used to turn power to the reservoir and evaporator heaters on and off programmatically. The SCXI system was initially connected to a
National Instruments AT-MIO-16XE-50 data acquisition board, mounted internally on an
ASA expansion slot of the computer, and was managed by a data acquisition program
written in LabView 6.0 using the NI traditional DAQ instrument drivers. The LabView
program displayed data on-screen, recorded pressure and temperature data in a text file,
and turned the reservoir heater on and off based on feedback from one of the two reservoir thermocouples. Additionally, the data acquisition program could cut power to the
evaporator in the event that temperatures or pressures exceeded the design limits of the
loop. This was a secondary safety system backing up mechanical thermostats installed on
the evaporator heater block.
For test series B through I, the data acquisition board was upgraded to a National
Instruments PCI-6220 and the computer was upgraded to a Pentium 4 class machine having PCI rather than ASA expansion slots. The newer computer allowed LabView 7.1 to
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be installed and real-time graphing to be added to the acquisition program. Data acquisition programs were rewritten for the new hardware using the National Instruments NIDAQmx instrument drivers. Difficulties with the PCI-6220 forced a return to the original
data acquisition board and NI-DAQ traditional driver set for Series J, K, L. Another old
computer with an ASA expansion slot, somewhat more capable than the original, was
employed for these last three series so that a current version of LabView and real-time
graphing capabilities could be retained. However, video acquisition was conducted on
the newer machine. This required that the clocks on the computers to be manually synchronized prior to each test and introduced up to 5 s synchronization error by the end of
the test.
5.6. Equipment Preparation
5.6.1

Vacuum Testing
Prior to each test series, integrity of the loop was checked by a vacuum test. First,

a vacuum pump with a thermocouple vacuum gauge was attached to charging valve of
the loop and left on overnight while the evaporator was elevated in temperature to 80 to
100°C. This process removed residual working fluid from the wick and walls. Barring
leaks, the vacuum gauge would read 4-15 mTorr in the morning. If insufficient vacuum
was obtained, leaking fittings were diagnosed and tightened or replaced before proceeding. Large leaks were often located using a gas charge of dry nitrogen and soap bubbles
applied to the exterior of the loop. Smaller leaks could be located by loading the loop
with ammonia vapor and passing wet pH-indicating paper over suspected fittings. After
all leaks were diagnosed, a final vacuum test was conducted in which reading on the va-
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cuum gauge was noted, the charging valve closed, and the vacuum pump shut down.
After several hours, the vacuum gauge was evacuated and the charging valve to the loop
was reopened, at which point it should indicate not more than 5 to 10 mTorr higher than
prior to the closing of the loop.
Although leakage at the scopes was undetectable after proper installation, the
neoprene seals and windows continued to present a risk that warranted special attention
during vacuum testing. O-rings were replaced and the guide tubes were polished prior to
vacuum testing. During vacuum testing, the guide tubes were cycled several dozen times
over the full range of motion, both to break in the seals and to verify that they did not
leak at any position or in the course of being repositioned . Finally, LHP test data from
the last test in each borescope test series was compared to the first for signs of charge loss
between the two. Consistency of vapor temperature as a function of heat load between
tests provided strong evidence that the charge remained consistent.
5.6.2

System Charging
After a successful vacuum test, the evacuated loop was loaded with a premea-

sured charge of degassed working fluid from a sealed container. Charge preparation began by weighing an evacuated, stainless steel bottle. A tee tube fitting was then attached
to the flask with one port attached to the vacuum pump and the other to a source of fluid.
In the case of methanol and acetone, the fluid source was a Erlenmeyer flask, preloaded
with liquid, which was boiled briefly under vacuum. The valve at the vacuum pump was
then closed, the flask inverted, and the valve on the charge bottle opened to draw liquid
into the evacuated bottle. The charging bottle was loaded with somewhat more than the
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desired charge and then heated to further reduce the solubility of gases in the liquid and
raise the saturation pressure high enough to allow excess fluid to be vented in a fume
hood. In the case of ammonia, the third port of the tee tube fitting was connected to the
outlet of a gas cylinder. The transfer lines were checked for acceptable vacuum. Then
the valve to the pump was closed and that of the gas cylinder opened. The charge bottle
was immersed in liquid nitrogen until slightly more than the desired mass of charge was
obtained. As with the low-pressure fluids, the bottle was then weighed and excess fluid
vented into a fume hood to obtain the proper charge.
After the charge was prepared in the bo ttle, both the bottle and pump were attached to the charging valve of the loop. The bottle was oriented with the valve downward and in a position elevated relative to the loop. The transfer line from the bottle to
the loop was vacuum tested and left evacuated. The valve to the vacuum pump was then
closed and those to the loop and bottle opened, allowing liquid to flow into the loop. The
bottle and transfer line were then gently heated with a heat gun to ensure the evaporation
of any residual liquid. Following this, all valves were closed and the transfer line was
removed. After charging, the charge bottle, then filled with vapor only, was within several grams of its evacuated mass. The difference in mass between the fully loaded bottle
and the bottle after charging was the recorded charge mass for the loop.
5.6.3

Pressure Priming
For CPL mode tests, the loop was pressure primed prior to each test. The general

procedure was to hold the reservoir at the desired operating temperature for at least 3 hr
prior to start-up, but was often conducted overnight. At the end of the pressure prime, the
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loop pressure equaled the saturation pressure corresponding to the reservoir temperature.
If the pressure was higher than this, it would have indicated an accumulation of noncondensable gas in the loop which would have required the loop to be discharged and
repaired. After pressure priming, heat was applied to the evaporator at the desired power
for start-up.
5.6.4

Transition to LHP Mode
LHP charge states were achieved by closing the reservoir isolation valve while the

loop operated in the CPL hybrid mode, isolating a portion of the charge in the loop. The
loop was first pressure primed overnight at 31.4°C. Baseline tests had established that
with a 31.4°C reservoir and 8.5°C methanol coolant, the condensation zone completely
occupied the condenser at 320 W. Thus, to establish a Full-CC charge, the loop was
started and heat load increased to 285 W. With the loop operating steadily at this heat
load, the reservoir valve was closed, and the reservoir heater was shutdown. The evaporator heat load was then maintained at this level for sufficient time to ensure that operation was stable in the LHP mode. Then the loop was operated at 25 W before being
shutdown. Full-CC charge was estimated at 41 g with 90% available condenser capacity
in the constant conductance regime.
For Partial-CC charge, the loop was started in the same manner and operated at
330 W. At this heat load, a low quality saturated mixture was returned to the evaporator
via the liquid line and could be observed to exit the bayonet as bubbles. Although the
wick remained saturated, the liquid level in the compensation chamber slowly diminished
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and the valve to the reservoir was closed when the compensation chamber was observed
to be half full. Partial-CC charge was estimated to be 32 g.
LHP tests were started with the loop equilibrated to room temperature. For the
borescope test series, the loop was generally operated at 25 W prior to each shutdown to
ensure consistency in the liquid distribution at the start of the next test.
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6.

CPL HYBRID MODE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Chapter Ove rvie w
Tests conducted for this study have proven that the CPL hybrid configuration is
stable and exhibits some favorable characteristics not typical of CPLs. The hybrid loop
behaved fundamentally as a CPL, exh ibiting constant vapor temperature associated with
that of the reservoir. However, it was remarkably tolerant of low heat load operation and
low heat load start-up which are typically problematic for ordinary CPLs.
Previous studies differ as to whether mere presence of vapor in the core is sufficient to instigate deprime or whether significant accumulation is required. Specific conditions for which each is true have been distinguished in this chapter. At high heat loads,
external signs of impending deprime, such as reduced differential pressure and increased
evaporator temperature, typically preceded the appearance of vapor in the core, which
was then explosive. Conversely, under high pressure differential, or very low heat load,
bubbles were often generated periodically in the core, with deprime occurring only after
significant accumulation of vapor in the compensation chamber. Thus, the presence of
the compensation chamber appears to be responsible for the low-heat-load tolerance of
the CPL hybrid compared to an ordinary CPL.
Start-ups with methanol and acetone as working fluids were found to be unreliable, and this limited the testing that was possible with these fluids. The exact cause of the
start-up failures is not certain, but appears to be due to the combination of low vapor
pressure and high available capillary pressure afforded by fine-pore LHP wicks. This
chapter begins with discussion of the low pressure tests, possible causes for the start-up
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failures, and steady operating characteristics for the cases which could be successfully
started. This is followed by discussion of other aspects of the hybrid loop operation and
the borescope observations, primarily with ammonia as a working fluid.
6.2. Low Pressure Working Fluids
Start-ups using methanol and acetone as working fluids in test Series A, B, C, and
J were consistently problematic, as illustrated by the catalog of attempted start-ups in
Table 6–1 (pg. 102). Typical attempts, successful or not, were characterized by an evaporator temperature which rose 10–25°C higher than the reservoir temperature, prior to
any pressure activity. Then, a strong pressure spike and drop in evaporator temperature
ostensibly indicated bubble nucleation in the vapor channels. A positive pressure differential was always established, at least briefly, followed by either a steady operating condition (i.e. successful start-up), prompt and explosive formation of vapor in the core (i.e.
immediate failure), or a condition in which pressure differential appeared to stabilize and
then decline (i.e. delayed failure).
Methanol was first employed in the ceramic-wick evaporators (No. 1, 2, and 3) in
experimental Series A, B, and D and later in the nickel wick evaporators (No. 5) with
borescope observation. Acetone tests were conducted in Evaporator No. 2 in Series C,
primarily to investigate whether the starts-up problems were linked specifically to methanol. In contrast to the low pressure results, all tests with ammonia, in Evaporators Nos. 1
and 5, yielded successful start-up and operation.
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6.2.1

Start-up Failures with Ceramic Wick s
Figure 6–1 (pg. 104) shows data qualitatively typical of successful start-up at-

tempts. The evaporator reached a superheated state (on the order of 10–15°C) before any
circulation occurred. Then, the evaporator temperature dropped suddenly by several degrees, coincident with a large spike in the pressure differential across the evaporator,
which then initiated circulation in the loop. The pressure differential across the evaporator remained slightly elevated as liquid was displaced from the vapor line and then settled
to a lower value after vapor reached the condenser (indicated by a sharp increase in the
condenser inlet temperature). Then the pressure differential settled to near steady-state
levels while evaporator and vapor temperatures continued to rise.
A steady operating condition was reached at 182 W, yet the compensation chamber was slightly higher in temperature than the reservoir, suggesting a condition for
which bubble nucleation could induce explosive formation of vapor in the core. Evaporator deprime was induced by raising the heat load from 182 W to 193 W, as illustrated in
Fig. 6–2 (pg. 105) Due to lack of visual access in this test series, it was not clear whether
this occurred due to local nucleation of a vapor bubble in the compensation chamber, or
whether a vapor bubble was injected into the compensation ch amber from the evaporator
core.
Figure 6–3 (pg. 106) shows a typical failed start-up attempt with prompt evaporator deprime. The evaporator superheat (relative to the saturation pressure set by the reservoir) was higher than for the successful start-up attempt, as was the pressure spike at
the mo ment of nucleation. The compensation chamber temperature also exceeded that of
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the reservoir at the time of start-up. The failure was indicated immediately by rapid d ecay of the pressure differential, rise of the evaporator inlet temperature (i.e. fluid leaving
the inlet), and lack of a significant reduction in the rate of evaporator temperature rise
following nucleation.
Since explosive deprime in the core would seem to indicate excessive heat leak
prior to start-up, two techniques were subsequently tried to reduce core temperatures.
The first of these, the pulsed start-up, consisted of raising the heat load higher than the
intended start-up heat load (e.g. 300 W for a 100 W start-up) and then reducing it prior to
the mo ment at which nucleation was anticipated. The rational for this approach was to
impose the large temperature gradient in the wick associated with the higher heat load,
yet spare the loop a potential capillary limit failure associated with clearing a liquid -filled
vapor line while under high heat load. Implementation of this technique and the most
typical result, delayed deprime, are shown in Fig. 6–4 (pg. 107). Notably, both the top
and the bottom of the evaporator remained subcooled (lower temperature than the reservoir) during the start-up, but subsequently rose prior to the evaporator depriming . Tests
with 300 W pulsed start are indicated by a footnote in Table 6–1 and had a low rate of
success.
The second technique for reducing core temperature, used in Series C, was to attach a copper tube, wrapped around the compensation chamber, through which an ethylene glycol-water solution was pumped at –10°C. Fig. 6–5 (pg. 108) shows data from
such a test. The cooling coil was obviously effective at reducing compensation chamber
temperatures, yet the evaporator proceeded to immediately deprime, causing the comp-
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Table 6–1. CPL-Hybrid Mode Attempted Start-ups with Low-Pressure Fluids
Test
ID
A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
B02
B03
B04
B05
B06
B07
B08
B09
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B19
B20
C01
C02
C03
C04
C05
C06
C07
C08
C09
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
Test
ID

Fluid

Evap.

Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Acetone
Fluid

No. 1
No. 1
No. 1
No. 1
No. 1
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 3
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2*
No. 2*
No. 2*
No. 2*
No. 2*
No. 2*
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2*
No. 2
Evap.

Heat
Rsvr
Start-up
Load
Temp. Superheat
(W)
(°C)
(°C)
175
49.5
7.7
102
59.3
4.2
182
29.8
12.4
87.5
49.4
12.3
75.0
49.4
11.1
300
34.0
25.9
147
30.0
21.9
147
30.0
27.5
602
30.0
40.9
602
50.0
21.5
300
30.1
28.2
300
30.0
--408
30.0
31.9
588
30.0
22.1
507
60.0
21.4
300
50.0
16.5
417
30.1
29.4
507
29.7
5.7
102
34.7
12.7
102
38.6
18.2
169
27.7
31.7
104
27.6
20.8
99.4
24.9
29.7
104
43.4
25.7
80.1
43.9
18.7
80.1
43.7
16.2
80.1
43.7
17.7
79.1
29.3
20.8
79.6
29.3
19.2
80.6
29.3
34.2
80.6
29.1
26.9
108
29.8
25.1
102
58.2
12.3
80†
29.3
24.2
100†
48.1
24.5
102
48.0
21.1
103.3†
43.4
18.9
Heat
Rsvr
Start-up
Load
Temp. Superheat
*300-W Pulse heat load
—Continued, Next Page—
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Max. Diff.
Pressure
(kPa)
1.7
1.3
13.5
10.2
14.7
28.6
19.3
20.8
30.3
24.1
18.0
0.28
25.1
17.1
37.2
30.9
31.2
N/A
N/A
N/A
33.2
19.1
37.2
24.5
27.8
25.9
32.2
26.1
31.4
31.6
22.4
22.3
30.0
28.1
26.8
31.2
16.1
Max. Diff.
Pressure

Outcome
Success
Success
Success
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Success
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Success
Success
Failure
Failure
Success
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Success
Failure
Failure
Success
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Success
Success
Outcome

Test
ID
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11
D12
J01
J02
J03
J04
J06
J07
J08
J09
J10
J11
J12
J13
J14
J15
J17
J18
J19
J20
J21
J22
J24
J25
J26
J27
J28
J29
Test
ID

Table 6–1 (continued) CPL-Hybrid Mode Attempted Start-ups with
Low-Pressure Fluids
Heat
Rsvr
Start-up
Max. Diff.
Fluid
Evap.
Outcome
Load
Temp. Superheat Pressure
(W)
(°C)
(°C)
(kPa)
Methanol
No. 2
102.7†
29.7
13.5
7.7
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
101.2†
29.5
11.8
6.4
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
135
48.6
22.4
33.4
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
135
48.6
18.2
34.6
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
133
58.1
16.2
43.1
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
126.8†
32.7
36.0
16.8
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
102.1†
57.9
19.8
41.0
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
101.2†
78.8
7.9
39.5
Success
Methanol
No. 2
136.7†
76.9
12.4
36.2
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
131.3†
77.1
13.2
39.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 2
137.4†
76.9
11.0
35.7
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
29.8
38.5
0.9
1.8
Success
Methanol
No. 5
5.5
38.3
2.7
0.8
Success
Methanol
No. 5
5.2
38.3
11.9
17.2
Reverse
Methanol
No. 5
100
38.3
14.5
23.4‡
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
325
38.4
2.5
4.1
Success
Methanol
No. 5
325
38.1
5.9
9.2
Success
Methanol
No. 5
325
37.8
22.4
34.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
202
38.4
3.3
4.4
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
327
38.6
1.9
8.6
Success
Methanol
No. 5
201
95.5
1.0
7.1
Success
Methanol
No. 5
300
76.5
0.0
3.3‡
Success
Methanol
No. 5
301
57.5
15.0
16.7‡
Failure
‡
Methanol
No. 5
273
57.4
11.1
15.6
Success
Methanol
No. 5
101
57.0
4.6
2.6‡
Success
Methanol
No. 5
254
57.2
10.8
15.2‡
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
205
57.6
10.2
14.3
Success
Methanol
No. 5
226
57.5
8.6
11.6
Success
Methanol
No. 5
226
55.5
3.4
4.0
Success
Methanol
No. 5
226
57.4
14.4
15.6
Success
Methanol
No. 5
325
38.6
26.8
34.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
231
38.4
33.8
34.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
229
38.6
27.9
34.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
204
38.2
27.3
34.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
203
34.0
43.7
34.5
Failure
Methanol
No. 5
201
33.7
3.4
4.4
Success
Methanol
No. 5
203
33.6
21.0
31.7
Failure
Fluid
Evap.
Heat
Rsvr
Start-up
Max. Diff. Outcome
Load
Temp. Superheat Pressure
†Compensation Chamber Cooling Coil
‡ Restricted Liquid and Vapor lines
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Fig. 6–1. Typical Successful Start-up with Evaporator Superheat
Test A03, Evap. No. 1, Methanol
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Fig. 6–2. Deprime After Steady Operation Triggered by Increase in Heat Load,
Test A03, Evap. No. 1, Methanol
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Fig. 6–3. Typical Immediate Start-up Failure, Test B19, Evap. No. 2, Methanol
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Fig. 6–4. Delayed Failure in Response to Pulse Heat Load,
Test D02, Evap. No. 1, Methanol
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Fig. 6–5. Start-up Failure with an Actively Chilled Compensation Chamber,
Test C10, Evap. No. 2, Acetone
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ensation chamber temperatures to jump upward. Tests with the cooled compensation
chamber are also indicated by a footnote in Table 6–1 and have a similarly low rate of
success relative to other tests.
6.2.2

Pressure and Start-Up Failure
The actual cause of deprime appears to be more related to the initial pressure

spike than the initial temperatures. The aggregate data of conditions for successful and
unsuccessful start-ups has been plotted in Fig. 6–6 on non-dimensional axis representing
evaporator superheat at vapor incipience and peak pressure differential following vapor
incipience. For the non-dimensional pressure,

(34)
values in excess of 1 indicate a pressure spike at start-up that exceeds the pressure in the
loop prior to start-up, potentially yielding momentary absolute pressures in the core low
enough to cause boiling regardless of temperature. Twelve tests exceed this threshold. In
contrast to this successful test were all at

< 0.63. Tests with ammonia as the working

fluid, which were all successful, were all at

< 0.04.

The value of liquid superheat prior to vapor incipience had surprisingly little influence on the start-up outcome. Considering that successful start-up usually results in
the evaporator being rapidly cooled from a superheated state to near the reservoir set
point temperature as liquid evaporates, the non -dimensional superheat was defined as a
ratio of the sensible heat released from the entire evaporator assembly when co mpared to
the latent heat of vaporization of the liquid contained in the evaporator at start-up, thus,
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(35)
where

is the evaporator temperature just prior to the incipience of vapor and,
, is the reservoir temperature. The term

represents the specific heat and

mass of each component, , of the evaporator assembly (metal block, heaters, stainless
steel case, wick, and fluid), while

is the mass of the liquid only in the evaporator and

compensation chamber. The case

represents conditions for which the evaporator

cooling process would release enough heat to evaporate all working fluid in the evaporator. Due to a propensity to develop high superheats and a relatively low latent heat of

Fig. 6–6. Start-up Outcomes for Low-Pressure Fluids Mapped on
Pressure Spike vs. Superheat Coordinates (Test Series A–E and J)
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vaporization, all acetone tests ended up in this regime, yet, like methanol test, were generally successful in starting if the pressure spike remained sufficiently small.
6.2.3

Borescope Observations of Start-up Attempts in the Nickel Wick
Start-up behavior with the nickel wick (Evaporator No. 5) was similar to that with

the ceramic wicks, yet additional data was collected with the borescope. Borescope observations revealed that during typical start-up, such as shown in Fig. 6–7 (pg. 166), no
vapor was observed in the core or compensation chamb er. What was observed was a
mirage in the core, which was notably unsteady . The motion of the "mirage" suggests
considerable natural convection prior to start-up and turbulence around the outlet of the
bayonet during operation. This is in contrast with typical modeling assumptions that fluid in the core is static prior to start-up and in laminar flow thereafter.
Data and borescope images from a typical immediate failure are shown in Fig. 6–
8 (pg. 115). Time axes and labels on the images are relative to the first application of
heat. The mirage is distinctly visible by t = 18 s. No vapor activity was observed until,
coincident with the first differential pressure activity , a series of many bubbles spilled
into the compensation chamber. Notably, the initial pressure spike was in the forward
direction, indicating that the vapor formation in the core was triggered by a more forceful
formation of vapor in the vapor channel. Large vapor bubbles poured continually from
the core into the compensation chamber until, at around t = 136 s, the liquid level in the
compensation chamber had declined sufficiently that the interface penetrated the core and
allowed direct evaporation into the growing vapor pocket. After this point, the pressure
differential dropped perceivably and the rate of evaporator temperature rise increased. In
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this particular case the heat load was removed promptly and a small circulation persisted
as the evaporator cooled. With continued heating, the core would empty completely.
Figure 6–9 (pg. 116) illustrates a delayed failure during a test in which the throttling valves on the liquid and vapor lines were restricted (i.e.

and

). Like with the immediate failure, bubble formation in the core was coincident with
a pressure spike in the forward direction. The scopes were in a forward position at time
of nucleation allowing formation and growth of a bubble approximately 3 mm height by
6 mm wide in only 200 ms. Bubbles then poured continually into the compensation
chamber, but at a lesser rate than in the immediate failure. Condensation in the compensation chamber almost kept up with the influx of bubbles for several minutes as the liquid
level slowly declined. During this period , temperature and pressure data were largely
consistent with a successful start-up, except for the random fluctuation of the differential
pressure, which has been observed to correlate to the motion of individual bubbles from
the core to the compensation chamber. The pressure differential began to decline and the
evaporator temperature began to increase when the liquid level reached the bottom of the
core, severing the axial supply of liquid from the compensation chamber to along the
wick. Notably, as there was no further motion of bubbles, the random perturbation of the
pressure differential ceased as the wick dried.
Figure 6–10 (pg. 117) shows results of a test that began similarly to the previous
one, but as the liquid level in the compensation chamber slowly declined, the heat load
was reduced almost three-fold, which, in this case, allowed the evaporator to recover and
achieve a steady operating condition. The image at t = 506 s shows the liquid level when
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the heat load was reduced. The evaporator settled to a steady -state condition in which
there was a s mall pocket of vapor in the core with regular replenishment by bubbles from
the core, as shown by the image at t = 1000 s.
Figure 6–11 (pg. 118) shows a successful very low heat load start-up. Note the
changed axes scales for time, differential pressure, and power relative to the previous
four figures. The applied power was 5.5 W, leaving an effective heat load after losses
from the evaporator of approximately 3 W. No vapor was observed in the core during
start-up and the compensation chamber remained subcooled despite ample opportunity
for heat leak.
6.3. The Vapor Pressure Limit and Low Pressure Fluids
The performance maps shown in Fig. 6–12 shows the capillary limit and subcooling limit calculated for Evaporators Nos. 1 and 3. In these calculations the subcooling
limit was estimated from Eq. (26), with core temperature estimated on the basis of Eq.
(33). Solutions were found iteratively using pressure drops estimated from Eqs. (7)–(9).
It is notable that these performance maps and the supporting equations have been
presented with reference to evaporator rather than reservoir temperature. This was chosen since it is most relevant to the majority of design considerations. However, in operation, a CPL will follow paths of constant reservoir temperature as power is increased.
These two temperatures can differ significantly due to pressure gradients, particularly
with low pressure fluids at high powers.
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Fig. 6–7. Successful Start-up with No Vapor Activity in the Core,
Test J07, Evap. No. 5, Methanol
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t = +18 s

t = +102 s

t = +136 s

t = +150 s

Fig. 6–8. Unsuccessful Start-up with Immediate Bubble Nucleation and Drying in the Core ,
Test J08, Evap. No. 1, Methanol
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+327 s

+547 s

+619 s
Fig. 6–9. Prolonged Start-up Failure with Restricted Liquid and Vapor Lines
and Persistent Vaporin the Core, Test J17, Evap. No. 5, Methanol
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+506 s

+1000 s

Fig. 6–10. Start-up Recovery with Restricted Liquid and Vapor Lines and
Persistent Vapor in the Core , Test J14, Evap. No. 5, Methanol
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Fig. 6–11. Very Low Heat Load Start-up with No Vapor in the Core,
Test J02, Evap. No. 5, Methanol
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Since vapor line losses tend to be larger than liquid line losses, the saturation
temperature in the core is generally much closer to that of the reservoir than that of the
evaporator. Thus, as is apparent in Fig. 6–12, lines of constant reservoir temperature run
nearly parallel to the subcooling limit and very few such lines intersect it. Therefore,
although it is theoretically possible to reach the subcooling limit by increasing power at
constant reservoir temperature, this is unlikely to happen unless the core temperature was
very close to the saturation temperature at the original operating condition.
Start- up results from Evaporator No. 3 suggest that tests close to the subcooling
limit are likely to fail and that all successful attempts were at higher reservoir temperatures. However, with Evaporator No. 1, for which permeability was lower and operation
more strongly limited by pressure effects, startup success appear, from this data set, to be

(a) Evaporator No. 3

(b) Evaporators Nos. 1 and 2

Fig. 6–12. Comparison of Startup Results and Calculated Vapor Pressure Limits
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less responsive to temperature. Notably, one successful test exceeded the vapor pressure
limit suggests that liquid tension was developed in the wick during the test. However,
quantitative accuracy between the test data and estimated performance limits is limited by
considerable uncertainty in the estimated wick permeability.
6.4. CPL Hybrid Performance with Ammonia
Using ammonia as a working fluid all evaporators started and operated reliably,
allowing the edges of the operating envelope to be probed with reasonable consistency.
The evaporators were found to operate reliably at very low heat loads as well as against
substantial pressure generated by restriction of the liquid and vapor lines.
6.4.1

Very Low Heat Load Operation
Using the ceramic-wick Evaporator No. 1, low heat load operation was first ex-

plored by starting the loop at 50W and decreasing heat load incrementally to 40 W, 30 W,
20 W, 10 W, and then 5 W, waiting for steady state at each new heat load. Even at 5 W
the loop maintained positive circulation and the evapo rator was responsive to changes in
the reservoir set point temperature, indicating proper operation of the CPL. To ensure
that this result was actually a viable state of operation, rather than an extremely extended
deprime, three 5-W start-ups were conducted and, after one startup, the loop was operated
continually at this power level for three days.
During operation at 5 W, bubbles were occasionally generated in the liquid core
near the middle of the evaporator, as shown in Fig. 6–13. These bubbles grew slowly and
sometimes persisted without apparent growth for hours. Bubbles were eventually swept
to the compensation chamber, never growing larger than 8 mm, and were condensed in
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less than 60 s once reaching the compensation chamber. Bubbles never exhibited signs
of any abrupt or explosive growth that would indicate liquid having been at a significan tly superheated state. This is in contrast with traditional assumptions mentioned in Section 1.3 that the CPL core exists in a meta-stable state, but is consistent with previous
visualization work by Hoang and Ku [32], Ku et al. [34], and Kolos [132]. However, in
contrast with this earlier work, the current work proves that continuous vapor generation
and condensation can be maintained in a typical cylindrical evaporator without a window
as a potential outlet for excess heat.
The timing of bubble formation at 5 W was unpredictable, yet operation of the
loop remained stable and unaffected. During three days of steady operation, the core
would sometimes remain devoid of bubbles for hours before a single bubble would start
to grow. At other times, several bubbles would collect over an extended period of time,
resulting in formations such as that shown in Fig. 6–13. The presence, or absence, of
vapor in the compensation chamber during 5-W operation showed no discernable effect
on system performance. Furthermore, bubble motion from the core to the compensation

Fig. 6–13. Stationary Bubbles After Overnight Operation,
Test G14, Q = 5 W, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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chamber, while it may have cooled the core, did not contribute significantly to the evaporator energy balance of the loop. During the most prolific bubble formation, latent heat
transfer rates from the evaporator to the compensation chamber averaged less than 0.002
W, as estimated from bubble volumes and generation rates observed in the videos.
6.4.2

Very Low Power Start-up
The hybrid loop exhibited no problems with 5-W start-up, yet the presence of the

compensation chamber appears to be critical for success. During low power start-ups,
there is a possibility of nucleation in the core prior to that in the compensation chamber.
In these cases, vapor bubble were observed to collect in the compensation chamber, leaving the core liquid filled until nucleation in the vapor channels established proper startup.
Figure 6–14 shows data from a 5 W start-up in the ceramic wick evaporator No.
1. The rate of warm up indicates an effective heat load of approximately 2.5 W, the remaining half of the 5 W applied being lost via the insulation on the evaporator. The time
interval immediately before and after nucleation in the vapor channels, as well as images
of the core, are shown in Fig. 6–15 (pg. 125). The first bubble nucleation was observed in
the liquid core approximately 140 s prior to nucleation in the vapor channel. This event
is accompanied by reverse differential pressure and a rise in the evaporator inlet temperature which indicate reverse flow in the loop. The period of reverse flow was followed by
a stronger pressure spike, at t = 8210 s, which established forward flow and which may
be presumed to be the result of bubble nucleation in one or more of the vapor channels.
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A significant quantity of vapor had collected in the top of the compensation chamber by
this time, yet condensed within the 120 s following start-up.
Figure 6–16 (pg. 126) shows data and images from a test under the same cond itions with the nickel wick. In this case, the warm up is quicker, primarily due to the
smaller evaporator mass under the same applied power, and a forward pressure differential was established at t = 5370 s. Despite the higher wick material conductivity, the
compensation chamber was slightly cooler than with the ceramic wick both during the
warm up phase and during operation. The first appearance of vapor in the core was 119 s
after start-up. Bubble growth was very slow and remained confined to the core.
After operation at 5 W, the heat load was raised to 20 W, which prompted an immediate increase in the rate of vapor generation in the core. Bubbles exited the core frequently into the compensation chamber, as show in the image at t = 9000 s, and this
activity was quite noticeable in the signal for the differential pressure. After the heat load
was increased to 75 W, the vapor bubbles ceased and the activity differential pressure
activity subsided.
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Fig. 6–14. Very Low Heat Load Start-up Preceded by Vapor in the Core ,
Test G16, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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8210s

-=

8282s

-=

Fig. 6–15. Very Low Heat Load Start-up Preceded by Vapor in the Core ,
Test G16, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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5811s
-=

9000s
-=

11445s
-=

Fig. 6–16. Very Low Heat Load Start-up Followed by Vapor in the Core
Test I03, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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6.4.3

Adverse Pressure
Restriction of the liquid and vapor lines produced stable operating conditions for

which vapor was generated in the core and condensed in the compensation chamber. In
one such example, using ceramic wick, the loop was operated at a constant 100-W heat
load while the vapor line was restricted, producing pressure differentials as high as
41 kPa. There was no immediate deprime, but vapor bubbles started forming in th e core,
collecting in the compensation chamber and the liquid level began to decline. Heat load
was reduced to 50 W. During operation at 50 W, the persistent vapor pocket in the compensation chamber disappeared and bubble motion fell into a regular pattern of formation, migration, and condensation. The life cycle of a bubble was as follows:
1) Fluid boiled at the end of the core farthest from the evaporator forming a series of
bubbles (Fig. 6–17a)
2) Stream of bubbles moved toward the compensation chamber (Fig. 6–17b)
3) The vapor coalesced in the compensation chamber (Fig. 6–17c)
4) The coalesced bubble in the compensation chamber moved away from the wick
and, in contact with the cooler wall, condensed (Fig. 6–17d).

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 6–17. Vapor Motion from the End of the Core to the Compensation Chamber
at High Pressure Differential,
Q = 50W, TRSVR = 40°C, ΔPMAX = 20kPa, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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This process was periodic, with a new stream of bubbles injected into the compensation
chamber every 9.3 s. The vapor streams were estimated to average 0.36 J latent energy
content each cycle. Thus, under the above mentioned conditions, heat leak from the ev aporator core to the compensation chamber was estimated at 0.39 W.
Bubble motion during sustained operation produced unique pressure differential
signals across the evaporator, shown in Fig. 6–18. Peak pressures were observed when a
bubble moved away from the wick and began the period of most rapid condensation.
This rapid condensation temporarily depressed pressures on the liquid side of the wick.
In the particular scenario shown in Fig. 6–18, two bubbles formed in rapid succession
during each cycle, corresponding to the double peaks in the pressure signal.
6.4.4

Evaporator Tilt
The sustained motion of bubbles from the core to the compensation chamber is

obviously quite dependent on the evaporator orientation. To test the effect of evaporator
orientation on vapor tolerance, the loop was inclined slightly while operating under the
conditions described in the preceding section. Starting from a horizontal orientation, the
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Fig. 6–18. Pressure Spikes Caused by Bubble Motion in Core,
q = 100W, TRSVR = 40°C, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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evaporator was inclined incrementally to slopes of 1:70, 1:35, and 1:18. The first two
increases resulted in temporary cessation of bubble flow, as vapor collected in the upwardly inclined end of core rather than flowing directly to the compensation chamber.
However, once the liquid-vapor interface was brought down to the level of the opening of
the core, bubble motion was restored at approximately the same rate as before. There
was no discernable change in system performance.
In distinct contrast with results at smaller inclination, increasing the slope to 1:18
resulted in immediate evaporator temperature rise, followed by deprime. In relation to
the geometry of the evaporator, the inclination 1:18 represents the maximu m slope at
which the liquid pool reaches the end of the 10-mm diameter by 180-mm long core, as
illustrated in Fig. 6–19. Thus, it appears that at moderate to low powers, a liquid pool
extending over the entire length of the evaporator is sufficient to maintain normal operation, even if the liquid does not wet the entire perimeter of the core at all points.
6.4.5

High Heat Load Deprime
During high-heat-load, low-pressure-differential conditions, vapor penetration in-

to the core occurred only during the final stages of deprime, after the pressure differential
had begun to fall and evaporator surface temperatures increased. This contrasts with the
low-heat-load, high-pressure-differential cases discussed earlier in which vapor pen etrated under steady-state conditions before any external signs of evaporator distress were

Fig. 6–19. Evaporator at Maximum Inclination for Low-Power Operation, Evap. No. 1
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apparent. With unrestricted vapor and liquid lines (metering valves fully open), the test
loop deprimed at approximately 600 W. Fig. 6–20 shows the temperature, pressure, and
power history of a particular test in which power was raised gradually to this limit. Time
t = 0 corresponds to the first appearance of vapor in the compensation chamber, which
lags the evaporator temperature rise at the beginning of the deprime by more than 1000 s.
By t = +250 s, the compensation chamber began to fill with vapor (Fig. 6–21c). By t =
+326 s, vapor had reached the level of the bayonet and began to exit through the liquid
inlet, as indicated by the sharp rise in temperature of the evaporator inlet in Fig. 6–20.
Images taken with the scope in the core during a similar high -power deprime (Fig.
6–22) show the source of vapor formation, beginning with a few stationary bubbles, but
quickly proceeding to wide-spread boiling over the inner surface of the wick. Bubbles
appear repeatedly from the same sites on the evaporator wall, but the nature of these bubble formation sites (either thermal or hydrodynamic) is not exactly clear. The sharp increase in evaporator wall temperature and evaporator outlet temperature indicates a
significant degree of vapor penetration into the wick prior to the onset of bubble formation. One possibility is that these sites were the end points of the first pores which had
experienced capillary breakthrough from the vapor channel. In this case the bubble fo rmation was due to vapor being injected through the wick into the liquid core under pressure. An alternative possibility is that vapor penetration into the wick had thinned the
liquid layer and increased the rate of heat leak sufficiently to cause nucleate boiling in th e
core. In this case, the sites were just suitable nucleation site and have no direct connection to particular pores.
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Fig. 6–20. High Heat Load Induced Deprime,
Test G06, TRSVR = 40°C, ΔPMAX = 4.8 kPa, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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t = 92 s

t = 105 s

t = 251 s

t = 293 s

t = 326 s

t = 373 s

Fig. 6–21. Images from High Heat Load Induced Deprime,
Q = 640 W, TRSVR = 40°C, ΔPMAX = 4.8 kPa, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia

(a) t = +47s

(b) t =+225s

(c) t = 268s

(d) t = 299s

Fig. 6–22. Images from High Heat Load Induced Deprime,
Q = 600W, Ammonia, Evap. No. 1

In either case, the propensity of bubbles to migrate from the formation sites, collect, and move to the compensation chamber, rather than condensing in the core, indicates
that the core must have reached an essentially saturated state prior to the onset of bubble
formation. As with bubble formation under other ammonia tests, there was no sign of
explosive bubble growth that would indicate a superheated liquid state in the core prior to
the arrival of vapor.
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6.5. Performance of the Ceramic Wicks
Loop behavior with the ceramic wicks was similar to that with the nickel wick,
but heat transfer performance generally poorer. Figure 6–23 shows heat transfer coefficients for Evaporators Nos. 1 and 5, calculated on the basis of the difference in evaporator surface temperature and vapor outlet temperature and the total contact area between
the evaporator and the heater block. The ceramic evaporator was longer (180 mm active
length vs. 118 mm) and thus sustained a higher total heat rate, yet, in both cases, the heat
transfer coefficient declined abruptly after the heat flux reached 65 kW/(m2 K). Nether
evaporator deprimed, but tests were terminated due to safety considerations when the
evaporators reached 100°C and were obviously continuing to dry.
Considering the role of heat transfer through the wick in the evaporation zone, as
explored by the 2-D wick models, the inferior heat transfer coefficients should be no su rprise. What is remarkable is that the expected advantages of the low-conductivity wick at

Fig. 6–23. Steady State Evaporator Heat Transfer Coefficients as Functions of
Applied Heat Flux for Evaporators Nos. 1 and 5, TRSVR = 38°C, Ammonia
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low heat load not to have materialized. Start-up attempts were all similarly successful or
unreliable regardless of wick choice, and low heat load operations were also possible
with both. In fact, the bubbles in the core at 5 W (Fig. 6–13), which were observed with
the ceramic wick and which suggested excessive heat leak, were entirely absent for the
same conditions in the nickel wick. This evidence suggests that the degradation of heat
transfer near the vapor channel actually increases the temperature difference driving the
heat leak enough to offset the higher thermal resistance of the lower conductivity wick.
However, the presence of the compensation chamber, putting the evaporator case in more
direct contact with the liquid, may have made this more true than in a standard CPL.
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7.

LHP MODE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.1. Chapter Ove rvie w
Investigation of LHP operation with the borescope has allowed verification of b ehaviors which have been assumed for decades, but not observed directly. However, the
images have also indicated the evaporator is substantially more tolerant of drying of the
wick, core, and compensation chamber than is generally recognized.

Two different

charge levels were attained, which were consistent with charging objectives in previous
studies, but which have never been fully distinguished or compared in the literature.
Temperature hysteresis effects similar to those reported by some previous authors were
observed at Full-CC charge and were associated with a change of the liquid level in the
core and the compensation chamber. These effects were absent at Partial-CC charge.
The evaporators in this study had smaller compensation chambers than typically used
with Partial-CC charge, allowing the compensation chamber to become completely empty during many shutdowns. However, start-up was completely reliable and, in fact, an
empty compensation chamber was associated with smooth start-ups and the rectification
of reverse flow.
7.2. Steady State Performance and Hysteresis
Operating the loop on cycles from low heat load to high heat load and back confirmed that the objectives of the Full-CC and Partial-CC charging procedures had been
each fulfilled. At Full-CC charge, the compensation chamber filled with liquid completely as the loop entered the constant conductance regime, and the loop exhibited hysteresis
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of temperature and liquid level as heat load was reduced. At Partial-CC charge, the compensation chamber remained liquid filled throughout and exhibited no hysteresis. These
results confirm that there is a significant difference in LHP operating conditions that results from the different charging objectives which were discovered during the literature
review.
7.2.1

Steady-State Performance at Full-CC Charge
At Full-CC charge, the compensation chamber was two-phase in the variable con-

ductance regime and liquid-filled in the constant conductance regime. Temperature hysteresis phenomena were identified in both regimes and also associated with the transition
between them. For ammonia in the nickel wick, the three temperature hysteresis phenomena were associated with the following heat load ranges.


High-Heat-Load Hysteresis — 200 W to 500 W



Regime-Transition Hysteresis — 50 W to 125 W



Low-Heat-Load Hysteresis — 10 W to 33 W

Test K05, at Full-CC charge with ammonia in the nickel wick evaporator, exhibited all three temperature hysteresis types, as shown in Fig. 7–1. The images show that
two of these are associated with alteration of the liquid level in the compensation chamber and core. After start-up at 10 W, the loop operated with the liquid level at approximately the mid-plane of the core. The compensation chamber liquid level changed
relatively little after the heat load was increased to 25 W and 50 W, but rose significantly
at 75 W and 100 W, forcing a diminishing vapor pocket into the top of the compensation
chamber. At 125 W, the vapor pocket disappeared, coincident with the onset of linear
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trends of temperature which indicated the constant conductance regime. Overall constant
conductance was achieved from 125 W to 200 W. At higher heat loads, the vapor temperature maintained this linear tread, but the evaporator temperature rose somewhat faster, indicating a degradation of heat transfer near the vapor channels. The degradation of
evaporator heat transfer persisted as the heat load was reduced, resulting in high-heatload hysteresis, which affected only the evaporator temperature.
Constant conductance operation with a liquid-filled compensation chamber continued until heat load was reduced to 33 W. Thus, within the range of 50 W to 100 W,
the loop operated in the variable conductance regime for increasing heat load but in the
constant conductance regime for decreasing heat load , exhibiting regime transition hysteresis. After the heat load was reduced to 33 W the loop continued to operate in the constant conductance regime for 1140 s, after which a violent bubble nucleation in the core
initiated transition to the variable conductance regime.
Transient behavior just before and after the bubble nucleation, shown in Fig. 7–2,
appeared to set the stage for subsequent low-heat-load hysteresis. After bubble nucleation in the core, the evaporator required 220 s to rise 10ºC to a new operating temperature, before restarting in the variable conductance regime. During this time there was a
suspension of forward flow, indicated by a slightly negative pressure differential in Fig.
7–2. The pressure spike associated with the subsequent restart suggests that the vapor
channels became flooded during this time. The loop restarted and stabilized at a condition several degrees lower in temperature than the initial start-up and, notably, the evaporator and compensation chamber temperatures remained slightly below the ambient
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temperature of 24°C. In Test K05, the conditions of lower evaporator temperature and
higher liquid level persisted for the remainder of the test, exhibiting low-heat-load hysteresis.
Low-heat-load hysteresis was not always present, as illustrated by its absence in
Fig. 7–3 (pg. 141). In this case, Test K06, high-heat-load and regime transition behavior
were similar to Test K05, but transition from the constant conductance regime to the variable conductance regime was earlier, with bubble nucleation in the core at 50 W rather
than 33 W. As heat load was lowered further, temperatures and liquid level returned to
those encountered under increasing heat load, exhibiting no low-heat-load hysteresis.
Tests K07 and K09 further illustrated regime transition hysteresis as a phenomena
independent from other temperature hysteresis. In test K07 (Fig. 7–4, pg. 142), the compensation chamber became liquid filled at 150 W, but heat load was then reduced without
progressing any further into the constant conductance regime or encountering high -heatload hysteresis. Upon reduction of heat load, vapor did not reappear in the compensation
chamber until the heat load was lowered to 25 W, resulting in severe regime transition
hysteresis. However, in Test K09, heat load was only raised to 125 W. At this lower
heat load, the loop remained in the variable conductance regime and exhibited no hysteresis when heat load was subsequently reduced, as shown in Fig. 7–5 (pg. 142).
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(a) Evaporator Surface Temperature

(d) Images from the Compensation Chamber
(b) Compensation Chamber Top Temperature

(c) Evap. Inlet and Outlet Temperatures
Fig. 7–1. Steady State Conditions vs. Heat Load at Full-CC Charge,
Test K05, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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t = tnuc + 0 s

(a) Temperatures

t = tnuc + 232 s t = tnuc + 342 s

(c) Images from the Compnesation Chamber

(b) Differential Pressure
Fig. 7–2. Transition from Constant Conductance to Variable Conductance Operation,
Q =33 W, Test K05, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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(a) Evaporator Surface Temperature

(c) Evap. Inlet and Outlet Temperatures

(b) Compensation Chamber Top
Temperature

(d) Images from the Compensation Chamber

Fig. 7–3. Steady State Conditions vs. Heat Load at Full-CC Charge,
Test K06, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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(a) Evaporator Surface Temperature

(b) Images from the Compensation Chamber

Fig. 7–4. Steady State Conditions vs. Heat Load at Full-CC Charge,
Test K07, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia

(a) Evaporator Surface Temperature

(b) Images from the Compensation Chamber

Fig. 7–5. Steady State Conditions vs. Heat Load at Full-CC Charge,
Test K09, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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(a) Evaporator Surface Temperature

(b) Compensation Chamber Top
Temperature

(d) Images from the Compensation Chamber

(c) Evap. Inlet and Outlet Temperatures
Fig. 7–6. Steady State Conditions vs. Heat Load at Partial-CC Charge,
Test K12, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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7.2.2

Steady-State Performance at Partial-CC Charge
At Partial-CC charge, the compensation chamber never became liquid filled, but

the evaporator temperature as a function of heat load still exhibited two distinct regimes.
The three aforementioned hysteresis phenomena were entirely absent. Temperatures and
liquid levels were consistent for increasing heat load and decreasing heat load, as shown
in Fig. 7–6 (pg. 143). Throughout the constant conductance regime, fro m 150 W to
500 W, liquid levels in the compensation chamber continued to rise with increasing power. This suggested that, once the condenser was fully utilized in the constant conductance
regime, vapor continued to penetrate farther into the loop, displacing liquid, but dissipating very little extra heat due to the absence of effective heat dissipation in the liquid line.
The ultimate conductance and heat load achieved were higher than at Full-CC charge due
to the higher condenser utilization and apparent lack of heat transfer degradation at the
evaporator.
7.2.3

Discussion of High-Heat-Load Hysteresis
The fact that high-heat-load hysteresis affected only evaporator temperatures sup-

ports the hypothesis put forward by Vershinin et al. [27] that this phenomenon results
from vapor penetration into the wick, which degrades the evaporator heat transfer coefficient. However, since there is no vapor interface in the core, any drying of the wick must
displace liquid into the condenser. Since there is no appreciable change in the condenser
performance, it is evident that no significant fraction of the 23.1 mL of liquid in the wick
was displaced into the 22.9 mL condenser. Thus, the degradation of heat transfer coefficient seems to be consistent with a localized drying near the vapor channel, as predicted
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by several 2-D wick models [44, 45, 63–65], or with the elimination of a free meniscus in
the vapor channel, as suggestion by Demidov and Yatsenko [64].
The reason that high-heat-load hysteresis was not present at Partial-CC charge is
not entirely certain, since the phenomena was obviously not linked directly to the liquid
level in the core, as were low-heat-load and regime-transition hysteresis. However, a
likely possibility is that drying in the wick was suppressed by the additional heat leak that
developed when there was an open vapor channel in the core in the constant conductance
regime. When there is vapor throughout the core at high heat loads, as shown in Fig. 7–
6, heat is readily transferable from the inner surface of the wick to the cooler compensation chamber by evaporation and condensation. In contrast to this, when the core was
liquid-filled, such heat leak was limited to single phase natural convection in the core and
axial conduction in the evaporator, with thermal higher resistance. Thus, operation with
Partial-CC charge presumably promotes a stronger temperature gradient across the wick
than Full-CC charge and may inhibit drying near the vapor channels.
7.2.4

Discussion of Regime-Transition Hysteresis
Regime transition hysteresis was unequivocally associated with the core becom-

ing liquid filled and subsequently requiring bubble nucleation before returning to a twophase state. Regime transition hysteresis was always observed when the compensation
chamber became liquid-filled, but never when it did not, either due to Partial-CC charge,
as in Fig. 7–6, or insufficient maximu m heat load, as in Fig. 7–5.
Regime transition hysteresis is an undesirable trait for most applications and a
substantial impediment to accurate modeling. The timing and conditions for bubble nuc-
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leation exhibited considerable stochastic variation. For the nickel wick evaporator, transition was observed to occur between 50 W and 25 W depending on the test. This justifies the approach of Chernysheva et al. [94] toward modeling each regime, but also
confirms their assertion that there is no means of predicting the transition accurately. The
same stochastic nature of the transition would also severely complicate qualification procedures for mission-critical aerospace applications, particularly considering that characterization of the stochastic variation would be required at multiple gravitational
orientations. Additionally, the rapid cooling of the evaporator during the transition from
the constant conductance regime to variable conductance regime, could itself be harmful
to thermal loads such as electronics, which are sensitive not only to temperature, but failure due to thermally induced stresses.
7.2.5

Discussion of Low-Heat-Load Hysteresis
Low-heat-load hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 7–1, was inconsistent, yet appeared

only when the loop was introduced into the variable conductance regime with the evaporator at low temperature. Borescope observations showed that in the variable conductance regime, when the evaporator temperature was unusually low, as it was from 33 W
to 25 W to 10 W during Test K05, the liquid level was high, eliminating the contiguous
channel of vapor that was normally present in the core at these heat loads.
The high liquid level in the core and compensation chamber was consistent with
the fact that more of the condenser is required to dissipate a given heat load at lower temperature. At the same time, the elimination of vapor in the core also eliminated a primary
mode of axial heat leak, causing the temperature to remain low. Normally , liquid can
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vaporize directly fro m the inner wall of the wick and condense in the compensation
chamber, providing an effective heat-pipe-like axial transfer of energy. Yet, when the
compensation chamber became liquid filled this mode of heat leak was suppressed, causing the temperature in the compensation chamber to remain low. Thus, the lower temperature condition, when encountered, remained stable.
Notably, this lower temperature condition occurred below ambient temperature,
and thus appeared to only be possible after transitioning back from the constant condu ctance regime to the variable conductance regime. Otherwise, when the evaporator is
heated from ambient conditions, it always settles to the higher temperature point of stability. Conditions after the transition were subject to the stochastic variation of two separate
nucleation events, the first being the formation of vapor in the core which ended operation in the constant conductance regime, and the second being the formation of vapor in
the vapor channels which restarted operation in the variable conductance regime. Specifically, in Fig. 7–2, nucleation in the core occurred with the evaporator surface at 11.6°C
(i.e. close to the heat sink temperature). The evaporator restarted when the evaporator
surface was at 22.9°C and the top of the compensation chamber was at 20.1°C, both still
below the ambient temperature of 24°C. Had the nucleation in the core occurred sooner,
without the loop attaining such a low temperature in the constant conductance regime, or
the nucleation in the vapor channel occurred later, once evaporator had warmed several
more degrees, the evaporator would have restarted from a similar thermal condition to the
initial start up and likely reverted to the normal operating condition rather than the low
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temperature one. The probability associated with these events occurring in proper sequence appears to account for the rare occurrence of low-heat-load hysteresis.
The importance of these findings is less specifically about low-heat-load hysteresis and more generally about the influence of vapor in the core on the temperature in the
variable conductance regime, as previously considered and modeled by Adoni et al. [26,
95]. The presence of vapor in the core has a separate effect on temperature which is an
independent mechanism from that normally associated with vapor in the compensation
chamber, but is intrinsically linked by the fact that these levels, at least in the horizontal
orientation, are one and the same. Whether the presence of a liquid-filled core and the
associated suppression of heat leak is the normal variable-conductance condition or one
associated specifically with hysteresis would be strongly dependent on geometry of the
loop and the charge level.
7.3. Performance of the Ceramic Wicks
Operating characteristics with the ceramics wicks, including vapor behavior in the
core and compensation chamber, were qualitatively similar to those with the nickel wick.
However, total loop conductance was notably poorer, as shown in Fig. 7–7, despite the
fact that the ceramic wicks had 52% greater heat input surface area than the nickel one
(i.e. 180 mm active length vs. 118 mm). Two factors account for the difference. First of
all, the hydrodynamic performance of the porous ceramic wick is far inferior to sintered
nickel, which has vastly higher porosity. This means that at a given heat load, a larger
pressure gradient is developed across the ceramic wick resulting in a larger difference in
saturation temperature between the vapor channels and the core. This larger temperature
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difference offsets some of the effect of the lower conductivity material in reducing heat
leak. Secondly, as noted in Chapter 6, lower conductivity material in the evaporation
zone resulted in a lower heat transfer coefficient and breakdown of the capillary menisci
at lower applied heat flux. As a result, the evaporator surface temperatures were higher
and axial heat leak through the case of the evaporator was significantly increased.
7.4. LHP Start Up
7.4.1

Horizontal Start Up Results
Response to start-up was fundamentally different at Full-CC and Partial-CC

charge levels. Start-up at Full-CC charge was typically abrupt, indicative of liquid filled
vapor channels, while start-up at Partial-CC charge was typically smooth despite the fact
that the core and compensation chamber were often devoid of liquid prior to start-up.
Figure 7–8 shows typical results from two tests at differential charge levels, both at 10-W
applied heat load with ammonia in the nickel-wick evaporator. The initial conditions
result from the same shutdown condition (Q = 25 W), and the absence of liquid in the

Fig. 7–7. LHP Conductance vs. Heat Load at Full-CC Charge with Nickel
and Iron Oxide Wicks
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compensation chamber at Partial-CC charge is due to lower total liquid inventory. As
noted in Chapter 5, the evaporators used in this study were not equipped with the large
compensation chambers that are typically used in conjunction with Partial-CC charge.
Thus, while it was assured that the compensation chamber would not become full, it was
allowed to become empty, in contrast to typical stated requirements by previous authors.
Low heat load start-up is shown here, since it illustrates the most demanding case, but the
qualitative form of start-up and the differences between charge levels were consistent
across attempts from 10 W to 400 W, with higher heat load start ups merely occurring
faster and having higher ultimate liquid level in the compensation chamber.

(a) Full-CC Charge, Half-Filled Core,
Test K05

(b) Partial-CC Charge, Dry Core,
Test K06

Fig. 7–8. LHP Start up at Two Change States, Q = 10 W, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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For Full-CC charge, the compensation chamber and core were initially filled with
liquid appro ximately to the evaporator mid-plane, as shown in Fig. 7–8a. There was a
period of evaporator warming, approximately 800s, followed by abrupt commencement
of fluid circulation, coincident with a drop in evaporator temperature. During the period
of warming, the liquid level in the compensation chamber declined gradually. Meanwhile, the condenser inlet temperature declined, the condenser outlet temperature rose,
and evaporator pressure differential indicated weak and predominately reverse circulation
in the loop. The warm up period ended with what was ostensibly bubble nucleation in
the vapor channel, causing a strong pressure spike across the ports of the evapo rator and a
drop in the evaporator surface temperature. After that, a positive pressure differential
was established. The liquid level in the compensation chamber stabilized rapidly, but
temperatures stabilized more slowly.
As evident from the images in Fig. 7–8b, the pre-start liquid distribution at Partial-CC charge left the compensation chamber completely dry. However, in this case, a
forward pressure differential was established nearly immediately after the application of
heat and, as with Full-CC charge, the liquid level in the compensation chamber rose rapidly within the first seconds of forward circulation. Thus, the wick, initially without a
liquid supply, was quickly replenished. Following the start of forward circulation, the
evaporator temperature rose gradually to a steady state which was somewhat lower than
at Full-CC charge.
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7.4.2

Discussion of Horizontal Start-Up and Charge Level
The improved start-up at lower compensation chamber liquid levels can be ex-

plained by a tendency of liquid to be drawn, by surface ten sion, to the smallest available
passage. Liquid remaining in the evaporator following a shutdown preferentially saturates the wick, then occupies the liquid channels until they are filled, and finally any liquid remaining liquid will partially fill the core and compensation chamber. Thus, at FullCC charge, as images showed an abundance of liquid in the compensation chamber, startup was delayed and abrupt, indicating that nucleation was required to clear flooded vapor
channels. However, at Partial-CC charge, when the compensation chamber was empty,
start-up was prompt, since there was also a vapor interface readily available in the vapor
channels ready to expand with the application of heat.
The evaporator simultaneously tolerated the temporary lack of liquid replenishment to the wick well. Presumably, the wick dried partially in the initial start-up but rewetted prior to that having an appreciable effect on loop operation. In the case shown in
Fig. 7–8b, the liquid level rose to a near-steady level within 90 s. The entire 900 J supplied by the heaters during this time were thus only sufficient to evaporate 1.9 g of the
13.9 g of liquid contained within the wick structure alone. Thus, the wick was resupplied
with liquid before having any opportunity to become severely dried.
Start-up with a dry core and compensation chamber was also successful in the ceramic wick Evaporator No. 1, as shown in Fig. 7–9. In this case, the loop was at Full-CC
charge and the removal of liquid from the compensation chamber prior to start-up was
accomplished by heating the compensation chamber with a heat gun hours before the test.
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As with Partial-CC charge, this technique may be assumed to also dry the vapor channels
due to axial heat condition along the evaporator body. Start-up results were qualitatively
quite similar to those at Partial-CC charge in the nickel wick, yet start-up in the case
shown is considerably faster than in Fig. 7–8b due to the higher heat load.
Framed in terms of the start-up cases from existing literature [33] (Section 1.5.2,
pg. 17), it has been found that Partial-CC charge favors the Case 3 initial condition (i.e.
vapor in both the core and the vapor channels) while the Full-CC charge favors the Case

(a) Temperatures

(b) Differential Pressure

t=0s

t = 17 s

t = 22 s

t = 32 s

t = 52 s

t = 82 s

t = 92 s

t = 262 s

t = 352 s

t = 452 s

t = 672 s

(c) Images from the Core

Fig. 7–9. Results of Full-CC Charge with a Dry Core in the Ceramic Wick,
Test F05, Q = 400 W, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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2 initial condition (i.e. vapor in the core but not the vapor channels). The current study is
the first to have a means of positively identify Case 3 from Case 1 (i.e. vapor in the co mpensation chamber, but not the core), yet the results show none of the temperature overshoot that has been previously attributed to the Case 3 initial condition. It is notable that
in previous studies, in which internal liquid distribution was primarily manipulated by
orientation of the loop, vapor in the core correlates to an excess of liquid displaced to the
vapor line. Clearing liquid from the vapor line presents a pressure burden on the evaporator which may result in temperature overshoot du ring start-up. It may be this, rather
than the actually presence of vapor in the core, which was responsible for the start-up
temperature profile associated with Case 3 in the literature.
7.4.3

Reverse Flow Start-Up
At very low heat loads, there is little difference in temperature between the core

and vapor channels during the evaporator warm up period. Bubble nucleation may occur
in the core first, causing the loop to start in reverse. This condition may persist for some
time if the heat load is sufficiently small that it can be entirely conducted across the wick
without sufficient superheat at the vapor channel to cause forward start-up. Reverse startup at low heat load has been noted by previous authors [139, 140] and, when sustained,
eventually reverted to forward flow. Once nucleation finally occurred in the vapor channel, the establishment of forward flow was rapid [33]. It has been suggested [140] that
the rectification of a reverse flow to forward flow is triggered by the compensation finally
becoming liquid filled, but it seems somewhat implausible that this could occur during
reverse operation.
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Results from a reverse start-up with ammonia in the nickel wick evaporator are
shown in Fig. 7–10. After application of a 5-W heat load, the loop started immediately in
reverse and temperature rose continuously, as the core and compensation chamber slowly
drained of liquid. At t = 3555 s, the compensation chamber was completely drained and
the inner surface of the wick began to dry. This was indicated when the previously glossy wet surface of the wick suddenly turned matte gray. Around this time, the liquid inlet
of the condenser, now serving as the outlet, reached saturation temperature, suggesting
that the liquid line had been cleared of liquid.
From this point, the loop continued to operate in reverse for 987 s, with evaporator temperature now decreasing, until the evaporator surface temperature dropped sud-

(a) Temperatures

t=0s

t = 240 s

t = 900 s

t = 3540 s

t = 3655 s

t = 4560 s

t = 4620 s

t = 4800 s

t = 6300 s

(b) Images from the Compensation Chamber

Fig. 7–10. Reverse Flow Start-up,
Test I06, Q = 5 W, Evap. No. 5, Ammonia
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denly at t = 4544 s, indicating nucleation in the vapor channels and a reversal of the pressure differential. Within 20 s of the pressure reversal a shiny wet film was observed on
the surface of the wick and liquid began seeping out of the surface of the wick facing th e
compensation chamber. The core and compensation chamber remained dry for some
time. Eventually, the compensation chamber partially refilled to a low liquid level.
Temperature data from the reverse-flow start-up are consistent with other sources
[139, 140], yet the images suggest that the change to forward flow was initiated by the
compensation chamber becoming empty rather than full. Although the reverse flow is
sustainable for a considerable period of time, it was dependent on consumption of liquid
stored within the compensation chamber. Energy balance for the evaporator during this
period is detailed in Table 7–1. Specifically, approximately 6.1 mL of liquid ammonia
were observed in the compensation chamber and core when the heat load was first applied, and this all disappeared over the subsequent 3555 s of reverse operation. Over
3555 s, the evaporator temperature rose 8.2°C and had an average temperature during the
warm-up phase which was 5.6°C higher that the ambient temperature. Thus, the energy

Table 7–1. Energy Balance for the Evaporator Assembly, During Warm-Up Phase,
5-W Start-up
Heat Load

+ 18100 J

in

Thermal
Storage

- 5300 J

Heat loss to
environment

- 3600 J

Liquid loss
from CC

- 4300 J

Total:

Effective heat transport in the loop
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4900 J

balance on the evaporator and heater assembly during the period of temperature rise leads
to the conclusion that only 4900 J, an average of 1.4 W, are transported in the loop, the
remainder being absorbed, warming the evaporator assembly or in heat loss to the environment.
It is notable that nucleation occurred only after the inn er surface of the wick had
been dry for 987 s and while the evaporator was decreasing in temperature. This suggests
that the wick was drying continuously from the inside out, reducing the distance and
thermal resistance from the evaporator body to the evaporating interface in the core. Assuming the same effective heat transport in the loop was maintained over this interval as
during the warm up period, the net loss of liquid from the evaporator during the drying of
the wick may be estimated as 4.4 mL, or 13% of wick capacity. Given the observed drying and diminished temperature at the evaporator surface, it appears most likely that v apor penetrating the wick from the core reached the vapor channel and triggered the
formation of vapor, at which point higher vapor pressure prevailed and started forward
flow.
Assuming that flow reversal was indeed dependent on the emptying of the co mpensation chamber and the partial drying of the wick, the rectification of reverse flow
conditions appears to depend on sufficient volume in the vapor line to store all liquid
displaced from the compensation chamber and liquid line. In this loop, the vapor line has
approximately double the diameter of the liquid line. Thus, the compensation chamber
can empty in reverse even though, by design, the compensation chamber never empties
completely in forward flow. Notably, in a previous experiment using Evaporator No. 3
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and vapor and liquid lines of equal size, reverse flow reached a steady -state and did not
revert to forward flow until heat load was increased . In this case, there was no visual
access to confirm the fill state of the compensation chamber during that test, but relative
volumes of the components suggest that it would not have become empty.
In addition to the specific features of the reverse flow start-up, Fig. 7–10 is a
poignant illustration of the extreme conditions that an LHP wick can tolerant, which are
well beyond those typically assumed in the literature. At the time the loop restarted operation in the forward direction


The compensation chamber and core were dry



The wick was partially dried



There was probably a contiguous path of vapor penetration through the
wick from the core to a vapor channel.

Based on assumptions prevalent in evaporator modeling literature, any one of these conditions in a capillary evaporator could be written off as a failed start-up, particularly at
very low applied heat load. Yet, once vapor was present in the vapor channel, a difference in saturation pressure prevailed, started forward circulation, and the liquid deficiency in the evaporator was promptly rectified.
7.4.4

Vertical Start-Up and Operation
A series of start-up tests were conducted with the ceramic wick Evaporator No. 1

in a vertical orientation. The entire loop was rotated about the axis of the condenser,
leaving the evaporator in a vertcal orientation with the comp ensation chamber at the
bottom. Due to the relative locations of the evaporator and condenser within the loop, the
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elevation of the mid-point of heat input zone remained approximately equal to that of the
condenser, so no significant

was impossed on the fluid cycle as a result of this

change.
To achieve a consistent fluid distribution at start-up, the loop was rotated back to
the horizontal orientation before the end of each test and operated to steady-state at 25 W
prior to shutdown. It was returned to the vertical orientation just prior to the subsequent
start-up. This starting condition corresponded to a liquid pool approximately 7 mm high
at the end of the compensation chamber so the liquid level had to rise an additional
43 mm before having any contact with the wick. Start-up tests were conducted in this
manner at 25 W, 50 W, 100 W, 200 W, and 400 W.
Start-up at 25 W in the vertical orientation resulted in large temperature excu rsions as shown in Fig. 7–11, but was eventually successful. Shortly after heat load was
first applied to the evaporator at t = 0 s, evidence of a small reverse flow was observed in
the temperature signals, but no change was observed in the liquid interface. By t = 275 s,
flow was in the positive direction and the liquid level in the compensation chamber was
rising. By t = 385 s, the liquid had first contacted the wick and by t = 405 s began rising
up into the evaporator core.
The liquid rose slowly, 70 mm into the core, until t = 1540 s, when the liquid level abruptly fell by several centimeters. This change in liquid distribution seems to have
blocked vapor from reaching the condenser, as evident by the dramatic decrease in condenser inlet temperature, forcing the loop to dissipate all latent heat to the environment
though the insulated vapor line. As the evaporator temperature stabilized, the liquid level
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rose again and vapor penetrated further into the vapor line toward the condenser. When
vapor reached the condenser again at t = 6200 s, the evaporator temperature dropped suddenly and the cycle of evaporator temperature rise started for a second time. Due to this
instability, the loop required over 5 hr to attain a steady evaporator temperature compared
to about 2 min for the same heat load in the horizontal orientation.
The conditions of falling liquid level with apparent blockage of the condenser also
occurred for 50 W and 100 W vertical start-ups, but were of shorter duration than the
25 W case and only provoked one cycle of temperature increase for each start-up. The
long-duration temperature excursion were not present during start-up at 200 W (Fig.
7-12) nor at 400 W. During these tests the tip of the borescope was moved to probe the
location of the liquid surface and the position of the external carriage was measured to
determine the liquid level.

(a) Temperatures

t = 275 s

t = 315 s

t = 385 s

t = 405 s

t = 555 s

t = 858 s

(b) Images from the Core

Fig. 7–11. Results of Start-Up in the Vertical Orientation,
Test H34, Q = 25 W, Ammonia, Evap. No. 1
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Even at 200 W and 400 W, for which the core would have promptly filled with
liquid in the horizontal orientation, the liquid level came to rest about 50 mm short of the
top of the evaporator rather than completely filling it. At 200 W, the steady state evaporator outlet temperature was substantially elevated relative to that of the evaporator, suggesting that the upper end of the wick had become partially dry . At 400 W, evaporator
temperatures evaporator temperature exceeded acceptable limits and the test was terminated prior to reaching a steady state.
The inability of the vertical evaporator to attain a fully filled core, a condition that
once achieved would presumably be less sensitive to orientation, prompted a test in
which the loop was rotated to the vertical orientation while operating in the constant conductance regime with a liquid-filled compensation chamber. When the loop was rotated

(b) Differential Pressure

(c) Liquid Level Above the End of the
Compensation Chamber

(a) Temperatures

Fig. 7-12. Temperatures and Liquid Level During Start-Up in the Vertical Orientation
Test H38, Q = 200 W, Evap. No. 1, Ammonia
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from the horizontal orientation to the vertical orientation, a new bubble formed in the end
of the core and the loop reverted from constant-conductance regime to the variableconductance regime after a period of some minutes. This resulted in a drastic increase in
operation temperature.
It appears from these results that buoyancy-driven convection is an essential component of heat transfer in the core, even without the presence of vapor bubbles. In fact,
the ability of this loop to start and operate in the vertical condition at all may be due to
the selection of a low conductivity ceramic wick material. Hongxing et al. [140] were
unable to sustain any operation in this orientation for an evaporator that was similar in
geometry, but had a nickel wick.
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CONCLUSIONS
The current study has resulted in a novel, useful technique for observing behavior
in the cores of standard capillary evaporators and has made substantial contributions to
understanding of how CPLs and LHPs operate. Most generally, the images show that the
capillary evaporator is more tolerant of vapor in the core and lack of liquid replenishment
to the wick than has been previously understood. Understanding of these phenomena can
contribute to better loop design and selection of charge mass, which take advantage of
these capabilities. The results also point to deficiencies in current modeling.
In the CPL/LHP hybrid mode, the evaporator was generally tolerant of vapor generation in the core at very low heat loads and under high pressure loading, as long as the
rate of vapor generation remained sufficiently low that it could be condensed in the compensation chamber. At high heat loads, vapor introduction into the core was explosive,
but occurred late in the sequence of deprime, suggesting that it is a symptom and not a
cause of the breakdown of the capillary menisci near the vapor channels .
While understanding of LHP operation has always been predicated on a tolerance
for vapor in the core and compensation chamber, the minimum liquid inventory required
for the core and for the loop as a whole have remained largely unexplored. Loops have
typically been designed to avoid the compensation chamber becoming empty, either by
charging the loop so that liquid fills the compensation chamber completely, which limits
utilization of the condenser and presenting several opportunities for temperature hysteresis, or by equipping the loop with a very large compensation chamber, so that it remains
two-phase at all times. However, results of this study showed that start-up from an in-
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itially dry compensation chamber is not only possible, but often entails less severe excursions of temperature and pressure than when the compensation chamber contained liquid
prior to start-up.
The exploratory nature of this investigation and the new experimental techniques
developed leave numerous opportunities for future research. Additional study into the
merits of the CPL/LHP hybrid loop relative to an ordinary CPL is strongly recommended.
This could be accomplished in the borescope evaporators by either constructing a cylindrical plug to fill the compensation chamber and disable it, or by constructing borescopeready evaporators in which the compensation chamber was part of the removable end
plate. New recognition of the significance of vapor in the core and of single-phase natural convection also opens the door for more thorough study of the effects of evaporator
orientation, particularly under conditions of low heat load and high pressure loading,
when the formation of vapor in the core is most likely. Inclusion of a secondary wick in
the CPL/LHP hybrid could also be tested to mitigate effects of evaporator orientation.
For LHPs, experiments on charge mass have potential to be quite fruitful. The
current study suggests that traditional norms (i.e. very full or very large compensation
chambers) are excessively conservative, but no attempt was made to optimize or minimize the charge. Feedback from the borescope on the actual utilization of liquid in the
loop, rather than just thermal performance, would be invaluable in establishing physically
based criteria for optimal liquid inventory and compensation chamber sizing, which in
turn could be used by developers to build loops with better performance for their weight.
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